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This publication is a swnmary of the functional and
physical characteristics of the Univac File Computer
System.

Its purpose is to provide company persQnnel

with basic information on the UFC until detailed programming, installation, and maintenance manuals are
published.

This summary describes the UFC Model 0

and Model I as well as UFC input-output units.
These input-output units include punched card, magnetic tape, paper tape, keyboilrd, line printer and
special-purpose devices.
Supplements to this resume will be issued later describing additional input-output units.
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UNIVAC FILE COMPUTER SYSTEM

A Univac File Computer System is an electronic data-processing system which
features the simultaneous operation of:
a Central (general-purpose) Computer;
a large-capacity, random-access, magnetic drum memory called
General Storage; and
an integrated system of UFC Input/Output Units and other auxiliary
devices.
Time-shared (simultaneous) operation is possible because
the Central Computer, its associated General Storage, and each of the
UFC Input/Output Units operate independently under control of a computer
program;
instructions or sub-instructions can be programmed to define a timeshared operation for General Storage or one of the UFC Input/Output
Units; and
the defined operation can be initiated without causing subsequent
delay to the computer's execution of logical and arithmetic operations.
Once initiated, a time-sharerl General Storage or UFe Input/Output Unit operation is carried out independently of the Central Computer. It is, therefore,
not uncommon in the execution of Univac File Computer System programs for
The Central Computer to Le executing an arithmetic or logical operation,
General Storage to be engaged in a reading or recording operation, and
() variety (perhaps all) of the UFe Input/Output Units to be operating.
Two types of Univac File Computer Systems are available: Model 0 and
Modell. These systems differ, as explained in Sections I and 2, in both the
Central Computer and General Storage which they include. However, any UFC
Input/Output Unit (except the UFC Model I Console System), can be in either
system. Up to 8 UFC Input/Output Units, in any combination, can be simultaneously controlled in Model 0 Systems. Model I Systems can control up to 10
UFC Input/Output Units, in any combination.
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SECl'ION 1
UFC CENl"RAL C<JIPUIERS

Both the Model 0 and Model I Central Computers are general-purpose, serial,
three-address, digital machines, equipped with their own operating storage.
Their basic unit of data is an alphanumeric character expressed in Univac Oode
(excess-three, binary-coded decimal notation). In both computers, the standard
word-length manipulated in an arithmetic operation is 12 characters: 11 characters plus a sign character. Arithmetic operations are automatically checked,
and the accuracy of data transmission within, as well as to and from, each
machine is also automatically verified by checking a (redundant) parity-bit
stored with each Univac-coded character.

MODEL 0

The Model 0 Central Computer is a plugboard machine. Patchcord wiring on a
removable connecti-on panel (plugboard) is used to define all of its instructions
and sub-instructions; and the order, or sequence, in which these instructions
and sub-instructions are to be carried out. Model 0 instructions are called
Program Steps; sub-instructions are called Sub-steps.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
Program. A Model 0 computer program is a series of plugboard-defined Program Steps each of which, in addition to defining a computer instruction, also
defines the location of the next computer instruction,and/or one or more Sub-step~
Each Program Step consists of five basic elements:
1.

2.

3.

The arithmetic or operational process to be performed:
Transfer
Masking Transfer
Left Zero Elimination
Add
Subt ract
Multiply
Divide
Compare
Channel Search Equal
Channel Search Unequal
The storage location of the first value (VI) upon which the process
is to operate; and the number of places, if any, that value is to
be shifted prior to its use in the process.
The storage location of the second value (V2) upon which the process
is to operate; and the number of places, if any, that value is to be
shifted prior to its use in the process.
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4. The storage location to which the result of the program (R) is to be
d~livered; and the number of places, if any, the result is to be
shifted prior to its storage.
5. The particular Plugboard Step (one of 48 numbered 1-48) where the
next Program Step is located; and/er the Sub-.teps) to be initiated
as the program passes to the next instrultion. The following Substeps are available:
Program Select
Write Unit Record
Read Onit Record
Demand In (0-7)
Demand Test In (0-7)
Branching
Function Delay
Function Sequence
Storage. The main operating storage of the Model 0 Central Computer is a
High Speed Magnetic Drum. Up to 13 drum tracks (120 characters per track)
are used:
5 tracks for Factor or Intermediate Storage
1 up to 8 tracks for Input/Output operatioRs: one
for each Input/Output Unit used.
A revolver in General Storage is also part of the operating memory of the
Model 0 Central Computer. This revolver functions as a temporary storage for
data transmissions to and from the computer and General Storage. The revolver
stores a Unit Record. Up to twenty fields, FO-F19, (each 12 characters or less)
can be referred to by the computer in any General Storage operation. These
fields are defined by patchcord-wiring on the General Storage Plugboard.
Input-Output System. The Model 0 Gemxal Computer in-out system includes
circuitry in both the computer and each UFC Input/Output Unit employed. The
computer circuits are those required for the execution of Demand Test In and
Demand In sub-instruction sequences. The UFC Input/Output Units' in-out circuits are all logically identical, and are called Demand Stations.
When a DFC Input/Output Unit is physically connected to the Computer, cabling
from its Demand Station is plugged into one of eight Demand Station Positions
(0-7) in the computer. Any UFe Input/Output Unit can be plugged into any Demand
Station position. Once plugged, however, it is designated as I/O Unit "n" (where
n = 0-7), and it communicates only with a correspondingly numbered I/O Track
(00-07) on the High Speed Drum.
Each UFe Input/Output Unit Demand Station enables the computer to test the
status of the Unit at any time to determine whether the Unit is READY or NOT
READY for subsequent use. A UFe Input/Output Unit is READY if it is operable
and not engaged in a previously-initiated operation. It is Nar READY in all
other cases. By executing the appropriate Demand Test In (0-7) sub-instruction,
the computer can immediately determine the status of a particular UFC Input/
Output Unit.
If the unit tested is NOT READY,
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the computer can resume its internal computing without delay.
If the Unit is
READY, the computer can then execute an appropriate Demand In (0-7) subinstruction. This subinstruction can (a) give the UFC Input/Output Unit an
operation to perform, or (b) receive (program variance) control information
from the UFC Input/Output Unit, or in special cases, perform (a) and (b). In
any case, no delay is introduced into central computer operation.
If a Unit is given an operation to perform, it places itself in a NOT READY
status, and begins the defined operation. When a UFC Input/nutput Unit is in a
NOT READY condition, it can carry out data transmission to and from its associated I/O Track as required in the operation specified by the computer program.
When a UFC Input/Output Unit completes the required operation, it places itself
in a READY condition. The I/O Track is then connected to the computer, and is
no longer available to the Unit. The computer and UFC Input/Output Unit thus
alternately share control of the Unit's I/O Track, depending on whether the
Unit is in a READY or NOT READY status, respectively.
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
The Model 0 Central Computer (Figures 1-1 and 1-2) consists of two cabinets:
program Control and Arithmetic.
Table 1-1 lists the Model 0 installation requirements; Figure 1-3 gives cabling information.
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Table 1-1
INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS
OF UFC MODEL 0

P rog ram Cont ro 1
Cabinet

Arithmetic
Cabinet

Size and Weight:
Width
Length
Height
Weight

30"
78"
71"
2015 lb.

30"
74 "
71"
1279 lb.

Clearance:
Front
Back
Right Side
Left Side

56"
30"
42"
42"

56"
30"
42"
42"

Power Dissipation

10kw

Electric Service:
KVA
Volts
Phase
Max. Line Variation

12
200-240 vac
3~-4 wire or
1: 5%

Cooling:
Air Current
Heat Dissipated
Max. Room Temperature
Max. Room Humidity

2000 cfm
34,100 BTU/hr.
90 F
9 OX»

1~-3

wire
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Cabling Diagram for Model 0 File Computer
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MOOEL 1
The Model 1 Central Computer is designed for operation as
(a)

a plugboard computer;

(b)

an internally-stored-program computer; or as

(c)

a combination pluqboard/internally-stored-program computer.

FUNCTIONAL

DESCRI~rION

Plugboard Operation.
When operated as a plugboard computer, Model 1 executes Program Steps and Sub-Steps which are defined and carried out in much the
same manner as those in the Model 0 Central Computer. However, as noted in
Tables 1-2, 1-3, and 1-4, respectively, different processes and Sub-Steps are
available and the operating storage for the Central Computer has a larger
capacity.
Internally·Stored-Program Operation. When operated as an internally-storedprogram computer, Modell executes Instruction Words. An Instruction Word is a
12-character computer instruction which is stored in the operating memory of the
computer, generally in sequence with other Instruction Words on the High Speed
Drum. An Instruction Word has the following format:

u

v

w

(F

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

(x represenu one character)

where U, V, and Ware usually storage addresses for VI, V2, and R respectively;
and OP is an operation code which specifies what the computer is to do in
executing the instruction. When the Model 1 is used only as an internallystored-program computer, the left two characters of OP specify one of the first
26 processes listed under Instruction Word Processes in Table 1-2. The rightmost character in OP is a special character which extends or modifies the
process specified by the other characters in OP. This special character has
various values and is used
initiate the Instruction Word Sub-Instructions
listed in Table 1-3. The storage location from which each Instruction Word is
obtained is given by a Program Address Counter that is used to sequence internally stored programs.

'0

Combin tion lu board Internall -Stored-Pro ram 0 eration. When Model 1 is
used as a combination plugboard internally-stored-program computer, it executes
Program Steps or Instruction Words depending on whether Program Control obtains
its instruction from the plugboard or the internally-stored program, respectively. Control is ,'ransferred from the interaal program to the plugboard by
executing a Transfer Control Instruction Word. The process-portion of the
Operation Code in Transfer Control Instruction Words contains a number (51-98)
which specifies the location on the plugboard (i.e., the Plugboard Step) from
which the computer will obtain the next instruction to be executed. Thereafter,
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Table 1-2.

Model 1 Processes

Program Step Processes

Instruction Word Processes

Add
Add and Check
Subtract
Subtract and Check
Multiply, Store Lower
Multiply, Store Lower and Check
Multiply, Store Upper
Multiply, Store Upper and Check
Divide, Store Quotient
Divide, Store Quotient and Check
Divide, Store Remainder
Divide, Store Remainder and Check
Compare
Arithmetic Transfer
Buffer Transfer
Mask Transfer
Suppress Left Zero
Normalize
Channel Clear

Table 1-3.

Add
Subtract
Multiply, store Lower
Multiply, Store Upper
Divide, Store Quotient
Divide, Store Remainder
Arithmetic Transfer
Buffer Transfer
Mask Transfer
Suppress Left Zero
Left Normalize
Load Shi ft
Compare
Jump on Zero
'} 7
.1-'
Jump on Plus
Jump on Negative
Unconditional Jump
Channel Clear
Load ADR
Test Demand Station
Demand
Test Incoming Control
Channel Search Probe
Substitute U
Substitute V
Substitute W
Transfer Control to Plugboard (51-98)

Model I Sub-Instructions

Program Step
Sub-Instructions
Clear General Storage Buffer to Ignore
Read Unit Record
Write Unit Record
Write Unit Record and Check
Channel Search Equal
Channel Search Unequal
Channel Search Probe
Condition Compare
Clear 8TB to Ignore
Branching
Function Delay
Function Sequence
Test Demand Station
Demand In
Track Swi tchi ng
Stop
Next Instruction (Transfer Control to
Internal Program)

Instruction Word
Sub-Instructions
Clear General Storage Buffer to Ignore
Read Unit Record
Write Unit Record
Write Unit Record and Check
Channel Search Equal
Channel Search Unequal
Special Character Out
Breakpaint
Stop
Suppress Cheek
Set Conditional Storage

I-II
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Program Steps defined on the plugboard are executed rather than Instruction
Words.
Transfer of control from the plugboard to the internally-stored program
is achieved by executing a Next Instruction Sub-step on the plugboard. When
this Sub-step is carried out, plugboard-defined operations stop, and the next
instruction executed is an Instruction Word. This Instruction Word's location
is specified by the Program Address Counter.
Storage.
The type, name, and capacity of each part of the operating
storage in Model 1 Central Computers is listed in Table 1-4.
Table 1-4.
Type
High Speed
Drum

Model 1 Operating Memory

Name
Intermediate Storage
20 Input/Output Tracks (two
tracks for each address)
87 Factor and Intermediate
Storage Tracks
High Speed Drum Pattern

Rapid-Access
Memory

Capacity
120 characters per track.
Word and Fie Id Addressable.

120 characters (addressable
only as a destination)

Block Transfer Buffer
General Storage Buffer

120 characters per buffer.
Word and Field Addressable.

Register A
Reg is ter B
Register C
Register D
Instruction Revolver
General Storage Address Register
Program Address Counter
Code Distributor
Shift Revolver

12 characters per register

12 characters
7 characters
3 characters
1 character
12 characters (addressable
only as a destination)

120 bits (addressable only
as destinations; although
General Storage Buffer Pattern
120 characters are transmitted to these patterns
only the parity bit of each
character is actually stored)
All locations in operating storage can be referred to by Instruction Words.
Only the ten (pairs of) Input/Output Tracks and two Factor Storage Tracks are
directly available to Program Steps via the plugboard addressing system. Program
Steps in sequences initiated by Transfer Control Instruction Words, however,
can refer to any track on the High Speed Drum if the VI, V2t or R ADDRESS hubs
are appropriately patched.
Block Transfer Buffer Pattern

All Model I General Storage Operations can be time-shared with the operation of the Central Computer.
(See Section 2)
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Input-output System. The Modell Central Computer's In-out system is
identical to that in the Model 0 Central Computer except that (a) each I/O
Track location Is actually a pair of tracks, and (b) up to 10 UFC Input/Output
units in any combination can be controlled simultaneously. In Modell, at any
given time at any of the 10 I/O Track locations, the computer is connected to
one track of the pair, and the UFC Input/Output Unit is connected to the other
track of the pair.
The computer and UFC Input/Output Unit can thus timeshare operations at the same I/O Track location. While the UFC Input/Output
Unit is loading or unloading one track, the computer can be loading or unloading
the other. Track-switching circuitry in the UFC Input/Output Unit can be
operated by the computer program to reverse the track assignments:
the track
formerly connected to the computer can be made available to the UFC Input/Output
Unit; and, what was the UFC Input/Output Unit~s track, can be made available
to the computer.
When the computer refers to an I/O Track location, it always
communicates with the track (of the pair) to which it is connected at that time.
When data transmissions to and/or from a UFC Input/Output Unit occur, they take
place to and/or from the track to which the UFC Input/Output Unit is connected.
at that time. All data transmissions to and from each UFC Input/Output Unit
take place independently of the Central Computer.
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
The Model 1 Central Computer (Figures 1-4, 1-5 and 1-6) consists of three
cabinets: Program Control I, Program Control 2, and Arithmetic.
Table 1-5
lists the tentative installation requirements.
Figure 1-7 is the cabling
diagram for Modell.
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Modell Program Control 1 Cabinet
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Figure 1-5.

Modell Program Control 2 Cabinet
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Figure 1-6.

Modell Arithmetic Cabinet
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Table 1-5
Tentative Installation Requirements
of UFC Model 1
Program Cont rol
Cabinet #1
Size and Weight:
Width
Length
Height
Weight
Clearance:
Front
Back
Right Side
Left Side

Program Control
Cabinet n2

Arithmetic
Cabinet

30"

30"

30"

BO"

80"

80"

71"
20()0 lb.

71"
2000 lb.

71"
1420 lb.

56"
30"
42"
42"

56"
30"
42"
42"

56"
30"
42"
42"

Power Dissipation:

l5.5kw

Electric Service:
KVA
Volts
Phase
Max. Line Variation

20
208-240 vac
3~-4 wire or It)-3 wire
:t 5%

Cooling:
Air Current
Heat Dissipated
Max. Room Temperature
Max. Room Humidity

3000 cfm
53,000 Bt u/hr
90 F
9O}(t
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SERVICE
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POWER
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L
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r-
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LENGTH
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Figure 1-7.

Cabling Diagram for Modell File Computer
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SEcrION 2
UFC GENERAL STORAGE SYSTEMS

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

Although the Model 0 and Model 1 General Storage Systems are radically
different in certain respects, they have the following common design features:

1.

A format for storing data which is similar (and, in many cases,
identical) to the form of the business transaction. This basic,
typical format is the individual Unit Record.

2.

A capacity for storing internally thousands of Unit Records; the
number of Unit Records and the length of each Unit Record being
flexible, and determined by individual application requirements.

3.

A random-access storage feature which permits either Univac File
Computer System to keep a current balance for a large number of
items with high volume activity. Specifically, it allows
entry of input data into General Storage in the random
sequence of its arrival; and
random-access to any Unit Record stored in General Storage,
either to obtain data from that Unit Record or to selectively
alter data in that Unit Record.

4.

A Search feature which enables General Storage to look for a

certain Unit Record in accordance with a key or identifier, even
though that Unit Record'S address is not known.
5.

Simultaneous operation with the Central Computer. Once given a
time-sharing operation to perform, each type of General Storage
carries that operation out independently of the Central Computer.

Table 2-1 is a brief comparison of Model 0 and Model 1 General Storage
Systems.

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
The Model 0 General Storage System (Figures 2-1 and 2-2) consists of two
cabinets: General Storage and General Storage Extension. Table 2-2 lists the
Model 0 General Storage System installation requirements. Figure 2-3 is the
cabling diagram for the Model 0 General Storage System.
The Model 1 General Storage System (Figures 2-4 and 2-5}consists of two
cabinets: General Storage Control and General Storage Drum. Table 2-3 lists
the tentative Modell General Storage installation requirements. Figure 2-6
is the cabling diagram for the Model 1 General Storage System.
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Table 2-1.

Model

° and Model 1 General Storage Systems
Model 0

Model 1

Capacity

From 1 up to 10 drums
(180,000-1,800,000
characters)

From 1 up to 33 drums
(180,000-5,940,000
characters)

Unit Record
Length

Fixed (wired-in) Unit
Record Length. Choice of
12, 15, 20, 24, 30, 40,
50, 60, 75, 100, or 120
characters. Computer can
refer to entire UR or to
one of twenty fields of
data in each UR.

Variable Unit Record
Lengths of 12 n characters
whe re n = l, 2, 3, ... 10.
Unit Record length determined by a switoh setting,
or by a ,ontrol bit in the
General Storage Address.

Average A.:cess
Time

34 ms

17 ms.

Time-Shared
Operations

Write Unit Record

(A Write Unit Record and
CheGk operati.n can be
p rog rammed. )

Write Unit Record
Write Unit Record and Check
Read Unit Record
Channel Search Equal
Channel Search Unequal
Clear General Storage
Buffer to Ignore Codes

Channel Search Equal
Channel Search Unequal

All Modell General Storage
operations are time-shared.

Read Unit Record

Operations not
Time-Shared
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Model 0 General Storage Cabinet
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Table 2-2
Installation Require.ents
of UFC lodel 0 General Storage Syste.
General Storage
Cabinet

General Storage
Extension cabinet

Size and Weight:
Width
Length
Height
Weight

30"
46"

Clearance:
Front
Back
Right Side
Left Side

56"
30"
36"
36"

56"
30"
36"
36"

Power Diss ipat ion:.

2kw

1.5 kw

Electric Service:
KVA
Volts
Phase
lax. Line Variation
Cooling:
Air Current
Heat Dissipation
lax. Room Temperature
lax. Room Humidity

71"

1232 lb.

3.0

30"
46"
71"
1482 lb.

2.0
200-240 vae
3D-4 wire or ID-3 wire

:t5%
360

6800 Btu/Ilr

5100 Btu/hr

90 F

90 F

9~

9~
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CABINET

CONTROL

I
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I

30'
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Figure 2-3.

MAX.
LENGTH

30'
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I

Cabling Diagram for Model 0 General Storage System
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Figure 2-4.

Model I General Storage Control Cablaet
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Table 2-3
Tentative Installation Requirements
of Model 1 General Storage System
General Storage
Cont rol Cab! net

General Storage
Drum Cabinet

Size and Weight:
Width
Length
Height
Weight

30"
61 "
71"
1240 lb.

30"
46"
71"
1482 lb.

Clearance:
Front
Back
Right Side
Left Side

56"
30"
36"
36"

56"
30"
36"
36"

Power Dissipation:

4kw

1.5kw

Electric Service:
KVA
Volts
Phase
Max. Line Variation
Cooling:
Air Current
Heat Dissipation
Max. Room Temperature
Max. Room Humidity

2

5

200-240 vac
3~-4 wire or 10-3 wire
:t 5%
1000 cfm
13,600 Btu/hr
90 F

9

ox.

5100 Btu/hr
90 F
9(Jlfo
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SERVICE
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SERVICE
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,......
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LENGTH
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Figure 2-6.
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LENGTH

PROGRAM
CONTROL
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PROGRAM
CONTROL
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CONTROL

CONTROL

CONTROL
CONTROL

CONTROL

I

r---

POWER

2

r---

POWER

r--

100' MAX.

--1

CABLE
LENGTH

100'

CABLE
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LENGTH

Cabling Diagram for Modell General Storage System
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SECTION 3
UFC MODEL 1 CONSOLE SYSTEM

The UFC Model 1 Console System consists of the UFC Inquiry Typewriter and
UFC Console Control Panel v

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The UFC Console System functions in two ways with the Univac File Computer
System: the inquiry typewriter communicates with the computer, and the console
control panel monitors and alters computer program conditions.
Communication
With console operation selected on the typewriter control panel, the UFC
Inquiry Typewriter performs as a direct, two-way link between the operator and
the UFC System. On input, the operator can perform manual programming by
entering instruction words into the computer. On output, the typewriter can
type out the contents of any storage address in the UFC System. In addition
to these basic operations, the typewriter may be used to specify and initiate
previously stored programs and plugboard routines.
Monitoring and Alteration
The console control panel indicators and controls permit monitoring of
program runs and altering of program conditions. The indicators display the
conditions existing in the UFC system, while the controls permit altering of
these conditions.

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
The UFC Console System (See figure 3-1) consists of a Remington Encoding/
Decoding Electric Typewriter, a typewriter control panel, a console control
panel, and a desk containing the control circuitry. Table 3-1 lists the
tentative installation requirements. Figure 3-2 is the cabling diagram.
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CONSOL E CONTROL
PA NEL -----:~I

Figure 3-1.

UFC lodel 1 Console System
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Table 3-1
Tentative .Inltallation Requirements
of OFC Console System
Size and Weight:
Width
Depth
Height
Weight

36"

Clearance:
Front
Back
Left Side
Right Side

38"
10"
0"

78"
53"
600 Ib

0"

Power Dissipation:
Electric Service: •
KVA
Volts
Phase
Max. Line Variation
Cooling:
Air current
Heat Dissipated
Max. Room Temperature
Max. Room Humidity

0.25
115 vac
1

± 5%

300 cfm
3400 Btll/hr
90 F

90%

• Receives some power from Central Computer
SERV ICE
VOLTAGE

U FC
CONSOLE
SYSTEM

CONSOLE CABLES (oJ. 75-WIRE CABLES)
POWER
CONTROL
CONTROL
HEAD CABLES

II

UFC
CONTROL
CABINET

I,

100' MAX.
CABLE LENGTH

Figure 3-2.

Cabling Diagram for UFC Console System
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SECTION 4
UFC INQUIRY TYPEWRITER

The UFC Inquiry Typewriter is a Remington Encoding/Decoding Typewriter
with the additional manual controls and electronic circuitry required to
enable its use in on-line, two way communication with the Univac File
Computer. Operation of the typewriter is essentially manual; the only automatic operation available is an automatic output mode limited to repetitive
output from one selected word address. No format control is provided.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
Coding
On input, the typewriter can encode all 64 Univac characters for transmission to the computer; on output, the typewriter can decode 44 characters
plus space, tabulate and carriage return.
Operating Modes
In one input or output cycle, the typewriter can enter or type out a
maximum of ten, 12-character words. During such a cycle, each word address
must be selected manually on the typewriter control panel (only one word
address can be selected at a time). For each word address selected, 12
characters are normally entered or typed out; the character addresses are
selected in sequence automatically as characters are typed in or out. Indicator lights identify the selected word address and character address.
Input Mode. An input mode may take one of two possible forms: NORMAL
or CONSOLE. In either form, the desired number of 12-character words (up to a
maximum of ten) is typed in. A button is then pressed, informing the computer
that the input operation has been completed, and that the input words are
stored on the drum ready for use by the computer. When fewer than 12 characters
are typed into a word address, the remaining character addresses are automatically filled with space codes
o

If the NORMAL input mode has been selected, the computer program determines
what is done with the input words. If the CONSOLE input mode has been selected,
the input words themselves may be instruction words capable of controlling the
computer in any desired manner. The NORMAL input mode, therefore, provides a
means of manually entering information into the computer for use in a manner
determined by the computer program. The CONSOLE mode, on the other hand,
provides a means for manual programming of the computer.
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Output Mode. Two types of output mode are possible: Manual and Automatic.
The typewriter operates in the manual output mode unless the computer calls
for an automatic output. In a manual output operation, each output word is
selected manually by pressing the appropriate WORD ADDRESS button. As each
word address is selected, the 12 characters stored at that word address are
typed out in sequence at approximately 8.5 characters per second. Automatic
output is available from only one word address: the one selected by the WORD
ADDRESS button. When automatic output is requested by the computer, words
stored successively in the selected word address are typed out automatically.
As soon as one word has been typed out, a new word may be entered by the computer in the same word address, and is then typed out automatically.
Program Control and Modification
computer-to I/O control lines may be used to exercise control over typewriter operation. Signals generated in the computer and sent over these lines
may request the following operating conditions: input mode, output mode, and
automatic output mode. Signals sent to the computer over I/O-to-Computer
control lines may be used to modify the computer program. These signals are
generated when desired by setting one or more of four switches on the typewriter
control panel.

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
The inquiry typewriter consists of a Remington Model 7CRP-l
Decoding Electric Typewriter (less tape reader and tape punch),
control panel, and a desk containing the control circuitry (See
The console (if one is supplied) is mounted on the desk. Table
estimated installation requirements, and Figure 4-2 illustrates
required.

Encoding/
a typewriter
figure 4-1).
4-1 lists the
the cabling
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TYPEWRITER

TYPEWRITER

CONTROL PANEL

~/

Figure 4-1.

Type 4962 Inquiry Typewriter
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Table 4-1
Tentative Installation Requirements
of UFC Inquiry Typewriter
Size and Weight:
Width
Depth
Height
Weight

78"
36"
30"
500 Ib

Clea rance:
Front
Back
Left Side
Right Side

38"
10"
0"
0"

Power Dissipation:

lkw

Electric Service: *
KVA
Vol ts
Phase
Max. Line Variation

0.25
115 vac
1

± 5%

Cooling:
Air Current
Heat Dissipated
Max. Room Temperature
Max. Room Humidity

*

300 cfm
3400 Btu/hr
90 F
900fo

Receives some power from Central Computer

SERVICE
VOLTAGE
I'

POWER

'1

II
CONTROL

UFC
INQUIRY

I

CONTROL

TYPE WRITE R

"
HEAD

UFC
CONTROL
CABINET

If

CABLES

JJ

lOa'

CABLE

Figure 4-2.

MAX.

LENGTH

Cabling Diagram for Inquiry Typewriter
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SECTION 5
UF(; 90-COLUMN CARD SYSTEM

The UFC 90-Column Card System is used as a UFC tabulating card input unit,
as a card output unit, or as a combined input-output unit. The System uses
Remington Rand 90-Column tabulating card code. In the absence of prolonged
computations (exceeding 235 millisec of computer time per card), it processes
150 cards per minute.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
Used as an input device, the System reads information from cards and transmits it to the computer. Used as an output device, the System accepts output
information from the computer and punches it into cards. Used as a combined
input-output device, the System performs both functions together. Except during manual run-in and run-out operations, the System is controlled entirely by
computer commands received via the Computer-to-IO cont rol lines. Conversely,
the System may send program-altering signals to the computer by way of the 10to-Computer Control lines.
However it is used, the System operates in a standard sequence that may be
modified by control commands. Flexibility of control is further extended by
plugboard routing of both data and control signals.
Standard Operation

SeQu~.

The System is provided with a magazine that feeds cards through a cardprocessing channel to a receiver. The channel picks the bottom card from the
magazine, reads it, punches it, and deposits it in the receiver. Any of these
processes may be without effect, depending on the program. In an input operation, for example, the card passes through the punch process unchanged.
Repertoire of Control Commands
The System is able to execute any of the following three control commands:
Trip, Skip, and Sort.
Trip. A Trip pulse initiates a card cycle. During each card cycle
(except during run-in and run-out) one new (input) card is taken in and one
processed (output) card is produced. At the end of each card cycle, the card
processer automatically stops unless another Trip pulse is received. The Trip
pulse is received directly from the computer on one of the Computer-to-IO
control lines.
Skip.
operat ion.

A Skip pulse also initiates a card cycle, but it prevents the punch
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Sort. A Sort pulse isolates a selected card. Each processed (output) card
is ordinarily deposited in what is called the "normal" receiver. If a Sort
pulse is received, however, it is instead diverted to another receiver, called
the "sort" receiver. This feature makes it possible to separate the cards into
two categories on nearly any basis. Typically, it is used to separate records
that require action.
Plugboard Controls
The System includes a plugboard that permits format control, editing, and
other miscellaneous control operations.
Format Control and Editing. Whenever information is read from a card, it
passes through plugboard control. Plugboard patching can therefore rearrange
the array of data from the card in any desired fashion and can insert unconditional signals wherever desired. Similar plugboard controls apply to data
entering the card punch. Thus, the pI ugboard provides for format cont rol a'nd
editing in every read or punch operation.
Miscellaneous Control Operations. The plugboard is provided with selector
relays, delay devices, busses, etc. so that many varied logical combinations of
control data may be implemented by plugboard patching.
All control lines between the computer and the system are connected to the
System plugboard. The IO-to-Computer control lines bear any control signals
that can be read from cards; the Computer-to-IO control lines may be patched
directly to the TRIP, SKIP, SORT, and other entry hubs; or they may be connected to selectors etc. to provide more complicated control functions.

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
The System consists of two separately housed sections: a type-4830 control
cabinet and a type-4930 card processer. Overall dimensions and other installation specifications for both sections appear in Table 5-1 and Figure 5-3.
Cont rol Cabinet
The control cabinet (Figure 5-1) houses the connective circuitry (translators, registers, etc.) between the card processer and the main computer. It
includes a display panel provided with lights to indicate errors, contents of
registers, etc. A concealed maintenance panel provides ready access to controls·
used in maintenance operations. The control cabinet supports the plugboard and
its receptacle.
Card Processer
The card processer (Figure 5-2) reads, punches, and sorts cards in accord
with Signals from the control cabinet. It includes the feed magazine in which
up to 600 cards may be entered and the two receivers ("normal" and "sort") into
which they are finally deposited.
5-2
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ACCESS
DOOR TO
PLUGBOARD

DISPLAY
PANEL

ACCESS
DOOR TO
MAINTENANCE
PANEL

Figure 5-1.

Type-4830 Control Cabinet
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CARD
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POWER SWITCH

Figure 5-2.

TYpe 4930 Card Processor
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Table 5-1
Tentative Installation Requirements
of UFC 90-Column Card System
Card
Processer

Cont rol
Ccbinet

Size and Weight:
Width
Depth
Height
Weight

30"
32"
65"
1020 lb.

71"
1220 lb.

Clearance:
Front
Back
Right Side
Left Side

35"
30"

35"
30"

36"
34"

42"
42"

30"
48"

Power Dissipation:

3kw

Elect r ie Serv iee:
KVA
Volts
Phase
Max. Line Variation

200-240 vac

3.3
3~-4

1~-3

wire or

wire

!. 5%

Cooling:
Air Current
Heat Dissipated
Max. Room Temperature
Max. Room Humidity

240 cfm
10, 200 Bt u/ hr.
90°F.
900fi>

TO SERVICE
RECEPTACLE

POWER CABLE

CARD

DATA CABLES

PO
CARD
SYSTEM

CONTROL

UFC

CABLES

CONTROL

ROCESSERt:===========:J~==I CONTROL

CABINET

CABINET
CONTROL CABLES

I---:-:

50'

MAX.~

CABLE LENGTH

Figure 5-3.

100'

MAX.

CABLE LENGTH

I

---~..

Cabling Diagram
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SECTION 6
UFC 90-COLUMN CARD SYSTEM
(WITH POST-READ CHECKING)

The UFC 90-Column Card System (with Post-Read Checking) may be used as a
OFC tabulating card input unit, as a card output unit, or as a combined
input-output unit. It is distinguished from the standard 9O-Column Card
System by added facilities that allow the results of every "read" or "punch"
operation to be checked. This "post-read" checking consists of re-reading
the processed card and checking it against comparison data stored in the
System.
The System uses Remington Rand 90-Column tabulating card code. In the
absence of prolonged computations (exceeding 235 millisec of computer time
per card), it processes 150 cards per minute.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
Used as an input device, the System reads info~ation from cards and
transmits it to the computer. Used as an output device, the System accepts
output information from the computer and punches it into cards. Used as a
combined input-output device, the System performs both functions together.
Except during manual run-in and run-out operations, the System is controlled
entirely by the computer commands received via the Computer-to-IO control
lines. Conversely, the System may send program-altering signals to the
computer by way of the IO-to-Computer control lines.
However it is used, the System operates in a standard sequence that may
be modified by control commands. Flexibility of control is further extended
by plugboard routing of data and control signals.
Standard Operation Sequence
The System is provided with a magazine that feeds cards through a cardprocessing channel to a receiver. The channel picks the bottom card from the
magazine, reads it, punches it, checks it, and deposits it in the receiver.
Any of these processes may be without effect, depending on the program. In
an input operation, for example, the card passes through the punch process
unchanged. The check process tests the results of previous read and punch
processes by sensing the information on the card and comparing it with a
block: of information stored in the System. (This "post-read" checking supplements parity checking.)
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Repertoire of Control Commands
The System is able to execute any of the following four control commands:
Trip, Skip, No Check, and Sort.

1!iR. A Trip pulse initiates a card cycle. During each card cycle
(except during run-in and run-out) one new (input) card is taken in and one
processed (output) card is produced. At the end of each card cycle, the
card processer automatically stops unless another Trip pulse is received.
A Trip pulse is produced whenever a Program Complete command is received on
one of the Computer-to-IO control lines.
~.

A Skip pulse prevents the punch operation.

No Check.

A No Check pulse inhibits the check operation o

Sort. A Sort pulse initiates tht isolation of a selected card. Each
processed (output) card is ordinarily deposited in what is called the "normal"
receiver. If a Sort pulse is received, however, it is instead directed to
another receiver, called the "sort" receiver. This feature makes it possible
to separate the cards into two categories on nearly any basis. Typically,
it is used to separate records that require action.
Plugboard Controls
The System includes a plugboard that permits format control, editing,
check control, and other miscellaneous control operations.
£ormat Control and Editing. Whenever information is read from a card,
it passes through plugboard control. Plugboard patching can therefore rearrange
the array of data from the card in any desired fashion and can insert unconditional signals wherever desired. Similar plugboard controls apply to date
entering the card punch. Thus the plugboard provides for format control and
editing in every read or punch operation.
Check Control. The check process need not apply to all of the card.
Plugboard patching determines what parts (if any) of the card are checked.
Miscellaneous Control Operations. The plugboard is provided with selector
relays, "and" ("combine") gates, delay devices, busses, etc. so that many
varied logical combinations of control data may be implemented by plugboard
patching.
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One of the Computer-to-IO control lines is reserved for Trip pulses.
All other control lines between the computer and the System are connected
to the System plugboard. The IO-to-Computer control lines bear any control
signals that can be read from cards; the Computer-to-IO control lines may be
patched directly to the SORT, SKIP, NO CHECK, and other exit hubs; or they
may be connected to selectors etc. to provide more complex control functions.

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
The UFC 90-Column Card System (with Post-Read Checking) consists of two
separately housed sections: a type-4831 control cabinet and a type-4931 card
processer. Overall dimensions and other installation specifications for both
sections appear in Table 6-1 and Figure 6-3.
Control Cabinet
The control cabinet (Figure 6-1)houses the connective circuitry (translators, registers, etc.) between the card processer and the main computer.
It includes a display panel provided with lights to indicate errors, contents
of registers, etc. A concealed maintenance panel provides ready access to
controls used in maintenance operations. The cabinet also supports the plugboard and its receptacle.
Card Processer
The card processer (Figure 6-2) reads, punches, and sorts cards in accord
with Signals from the control cabinet. It includes the feed magazine in which
up to 600 cards may be entered and the two receivers ("normal" and "sort")
into which they are finally deposited.
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ACCESS DOOR TO
PLUGBOARD

~
,jJ..JJ..JJ

J,J.J.I.lJJJ

JJ.JJ.J.J
oJ .J
..J

DISPLAY
PANEL

.IJ

JJJ .IJ.loI
';.}J")

J

JJJJ

J
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MAINTENANCE
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Figure 6-1.

Type-4831 Control Cabinet
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Table 6-1.
Tentative Installation Requirements
of UFC 90-Column Card System (with Post-Read Checking)
Card
Processer

Cont rol
Cabinet

Size and Weight:
Width
Depth
Height
Weight

40"
30"
64"
1180 Ib

30"
60-1/2"

Clearance:
Front
Back
Right Side
Left Side

24"
24"
24"
24"

30"
30"
42"
42"

7.1 "

1560 Ib

Power Dissipation:

3kw

Electric Service:
KVA
Volts
Phase
Max~ Line Variation

4,,8
208-240 vac
3~-4 wire or
± 5%

Cooling:
Air Current
Heat Dissipated
Max. Room Temperature
Max. Room Humidity

240 cfm
10,200 Btu/hr
90 F
90%

1~-3

wire

TO SERVICE
RECE PT ACLE
~

POWER

CABLE

V
CARD

POWER

{(

CABLE

'I
)J

)}
DATA

CA BLES

II

lr

CARD
SYSTEM

CONTROL CABLES

}}- CONTROL

PROCESSER

"

~CONTROL

UFC

ff
"
)}

CONTROL
CABINET

CABINET

CABLE ((

DRUM HEAD CABLES ({

IJ

/)

MAX.--~~

50'
CABLE LENGTH

Figure 6-3.

100'
CABLE

MAX.
LENGTH

----..1:.1

Cabling Diagram
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SECTION 7
UFC 80-COLUMN CARD SYSTEM (BULL)

The UFC 80-Column Card System (Bull) is used as a UFC tabulating card
input unit, as a card output unit, or as a combined input-output unit. It
can operate simultaneously on two stacks of cards, punching output data into
one stack and reading input data from either or both stacks. Processing of
the two stacks is synchronized so that corresponding cards from each stack
are processed simultaneously.
Except during manual run-in and run-out, the System is controlled entirely
by computer commands via the Computer-to-IO control lines. Conversely, the
System may send program-altering signals to the computer by way of IO-toComputer control lines
o

The System uses standard 80-column card code and processes either or both
stacks at 150 cards per minute in the absence of computational delays.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
Operation of the System consists of a few basic processes performed in a
standard sequence that can be modified by control commands and plugboard
patching. The many possible types of operation are divided into two broad
categories called Mode I and Mode II.
Basic Processes
The basic processes that the System can perform are reading, punching,
checking, and re-reading. The check process tests the results of previous
read and punch processes by sensing the information on the card and comparing
it with a block of information stored in the System. (This "post-read"
checking is independent of parity checking, which is performed elsewhere.)
"Re-reading" refers to an auxilliary reading process that is not used to
produce computer input data o
Standard Operation Sequence
The System is provided with two card feeding magazines, each of which
feeds cards through a separate channel to a corresponding receiver. The
channels are called the "punch" and "read" channels, respectively.
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The two channels work simultaneously, each performing three, parallel,
sequenced operations. The punch channel picks the bottom card from the punch
magazine, reads it, punches it, checks it, and deposits it in the punch
receiver
The read channel picks the bottom card from the read magazine,
reads it, checks it, re-reads it, and deposits it in the read receiver. Operation of the two channels is synchronized so that the processing of corresponding cards from the two stacks may be co-ordinated.
o

Reoertoire of Control Commands
The System performs any of the following seven commands that normally come
from the computer via the Computer-to-IO control lines.
Program Complete. In passing from the magazine to the receiver of either
channel, a card occupies a sequence of four intermediate stations. Each
Program Complete command initiates a card cycle---a mechanical process that
advances the cards in both channels to the next station. At the end of each
card cycle, the ~ard processer automatically stops unless another Program
Complete command is received. Five Program Complete commands are required to
carry one card from each feed magazine to the corresponding receiver
The
Program Complete command is normally sufficient to advance the cards from
every station but two: the first station in each channel requires an additional
"conditioning" signal to enable it to respond to a Program Complete signal.
o

Trip Read Feed. A Trip Read Feed command conditions the first station in
the read channel so that it can respond to the next (or simultaneous) Program
Complete signal by passing the card from the first station to the second.
Trip Punch Feed. A Trip Punch Feed command similarly conditions the first
station in the punch channel so that it can respond properly to a Program
Completeo
~.

A Skip command prevents the punch operation.

Read Non-Check.
in the read channel.

A Read Non-Check command inhibits the check operation

Punch Non-Check. A Punch Non-Check command similarly inhibits the check
operation in the punch channel.
Light Indicator. A Light Indicator command causes a particular lamp on
the display panel to light. This lamp indicates the presence of some programmerselected condition (such as "end of run") in the computer.
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Plugboard Controls
The System includes a plugboard that permits format control, editing, check
control, and other miscellaneous logical operations.
Format Control and Editing. Whenever information is read from a card, it
passes through plugboard control. Plugboard patching can therefore rearrange
the array of data from the card in any desired fashion and can insert unconditional signals wherever desired. Similar plugboard controls apply to data
entering the card punch. Thus the plugboard provides for format control and
editing in every read or punch operation.
Check Control. The check process need not apply to all of the card.
Plugboard patching determines what parts (if any) of the card are checked.
Miscellaneous Control Operations. The plugboard is provided with selector
relays, delay devices, busses, etc. so that many varied combinations of control
data may be implemented by plugboard patching.
All control lines between the computer and the System are connected to
the System plugboard. The Computer-to-IO control lines entry hubs may be
patched directly to the command hubs (PROGRAM COMPLETE, TRIP READ FEED, etc.)
and other exit hubs, or they may be connected through selectors, etc. to
provide more complex control functions.
The IO-to-Computer control lines may bear any control signals that can be
read from cards in either channel. They may also carry four control signals
that mark the beginning and end of the file in each channel.
Mode I Operation
Mode I operation is any input-output operation in which all computer input
data come from the read channel and all output data are sent to the punch
channel. The cards entered in the punch feeding magazine may be either blank
or prepunched. The read operation in the punch channel is not used (except,
perhaps, for control signals). Mode I operation allows 400 millisec of computer
time per card and 150 cards per minute with ("post-read") checking in both
channels.
Mode II Operation
Mode II operation is any input-output operation in which input data are
read from cards in the punch channel and the corresponding output data are
subsequently punched on the same respective cards. The read channel may be
(1) unused, (2) used simultaneously to enter unrelated data in the computer,
or (3) used to provide computer input data augmenting that read in the punch
channel. In the last case, the reading is synchronized so that data from two
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corresponding cards---one in each channel---may enter the computer as two
distinct input blocks or may be merged to form a single input block. At 150
cards per minute with "post-read" checking in both channels, the computer
time per card is 80 millisec in the punch channel and 320 millisec in the read
channel.

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
The UFC 80-Column Card System (Bull) consists of two separately housed
sections: a type-4840 control cabinet and a type-4940 card processer. Overall
dimensions and other installation specifications appear in Table 7-1 and
Figure 7-3.
Control Cabinet
The control cabinet (Figure 7-1) houses the connective cireuitry (translators, registers, etc.) between the card processer and the main computer.
It includes a display panel provided with lights to indicate errors, contents
of registers, etc. A concealed maintenance panel provides ready access to
controls used in maintenance operations. The cabinet also supports the plugboard
and its receptacle.
Card Processer
The card processer (Figure 7-2) reads, punches, and checks cards in two
channels in accord with signals from the control section. It includes the
two feed magazines, which can hold stacks of up to 800 cards each; and two
receivers, which are at the rear of the processer.
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Figure 7-1.

Type-4840 Control Cabinet
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Figure 7-2.

Type-4940 Card Processor
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Table 7-1.
Tentative Installation Requirements
of' UFC BO-Column Card System
Card
Processer

Control
Cabinet

Size and Weight:
Width
Depth
Height
Weight

30"
34"
49"
1000 Ib

30"
80"
71"
1220 Ib

Clearance:
Front
Back
Right Side
Left Side

30"
.24"
24"
24"

42"
30"
33-1/2"
42"

Power Dissipation:

3kw

Electric Service:
KVA
Volts
Phase
Max. Line Variation

4.B
20B-240 vac
3~-4 wire or
± 5%

Cooling:
Air Current
Heat Dissipated
Max. Room Temperature
Max. Room Humidity

1~-3

wire

1100 cfm
10,200 Btu/hr
90 F

9<1:'

TO SERVICE
RECEPTACLE

POWER CABLE

CARD
PROCESSER

POWER CABLE

DATA CABLES

t:::=============J

CARD
SYSTEM
CONTROL
CABI NET

CABLE

UFC
CONTROL
CABI NET

DRUM HEAD CABLES

CONTROL CABLE

""'---50'
~

CONTROL CABLES

MAX.--~>I
LENGTH

jE:!<----100·
CABLE

Figure 7-3.

MAX.-----jJ1~
LENGTH

Cabling Diagram
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SECTION 8
UFC MAGNETIC TAPE UNIT

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
Capabilities
The UFC Magnetic Tape Unit (Figure 8-1) is a mUlti-purpose magnetic
tape device which can be included in any Univac File Computer installation.
Its fundamental purpose is to read, record and variously position mylar
magnetic tape.
In the Univac File Computer System, three uses are made of this equipment:
1.
2.
3.

It is an Input/Output Unit for the Computer;
It is an integral part of the Sort-Collate System; four of these
Tape Units and a Sort-Collate ~it form the Sort-Collate
System;
It is the data source for off-line operation of the High Speed
Printer.

As an Input/Output Unit, the UFC Magnetic Tape Unit is an on-line device
and its operations are controlled by a computer program. However, except
during intervals in which control information is exchanged, the computer and
UFC Magnetic Tape Unit operate independently.
As a part of the Sort-Collate System, the UFC Magnetic Tape Unit is
entirely controlled by a Sort-Collate program during the actual file processing operations of that system. Circuitry is provided however, so that in all
collating operations of that system, except the sort and sequence checkina
operations, the Sort-Collate program can release control of the UFC Magnetic
Tape Units and allow the computer to operate them as Input/Output equipments.
The purpose of this feature, called Computer Alert, is to permit collating
and file-updating operations to be performed in a single pass through the
tape data. Upon completion of the updating routine the computer returns
control of the UFC Magnetic Tape Units to the Sort-Collate System. If the
Sort-Collate program is so plugged, the collating operation continues automatically thereafter.
Use of the UFC Magnetic Tape Unit as a data source for High Speed Printer
operation is an off-line activity for both the UFC Magnetic Tape Unit and the
High Speed Printer.
Controls on the UFC Magnetic Tape Unit permit manual operation of the
tape handler to position tape. These controls can be operated independently
of the computer, Sort-Collate System, or High Speed Printer.
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In this section, only the computer input-output functions of the UFC
Magnetic Tape Unit are discussed. See Sections 9 and 10, respectively, for
operation of this equipment in the Sort-Collate and High Speed Printer Systems.
The UFC Magnetic Tape Unit itself is designed for use only in a Univac
File Computer System. However, 1 1/2 mil base mylar tapes prepared on this
equipment in compatible format and recording density can be used on other
mylar tape-processing Univac equipment, and vice-versa.
Medium
General. Mylar magnetic tape is the medium employed in this device.
The mylar base is oxide coated and data is recorded by magnetizing minute
spots on this coated surface. Each spot is given one or the other of two
polari ties and accordingly is thought of as storing a "1" or a "0". Reading
is accomplished by sensing these recorded spots.
Data is recorded and read a line at a time. One standard 7-bit computer
character is stored on each line; and 120 consecutive lines (or characters)
form a blockette. Blockettes are 0.86" in length and are separated by 0.5"
or 1" blank spaces. The bloekette is the tape equipment's unit of format.
The principal programming unit is the File. Files are composed of a
group of contiguous Items, each of which is a collection of consecutive
characters that uniquely defines a major file entry. A blockette may contain
several Items; it may be an Item itself; or several blockettes-may be required for an Item. Items are physically, recorded in blockette format, but
the number and sequence of characters they contain is determined by the recording program on the basis of the File being recorded.
Associated with each blockette is a group of identifiers which are
copies of the various sets of data stored in the blockette. These identifiers can be used by the computer program to locate tape data during tape
search operations.
Tape Specifications:
Width:

1/2"

Base:

1 1/2 mil mylar

Recording Density:

139 lines/inch (Univac systems employing the
standard Univac 128 lines/inch recording density
can read this density; conversely, a recording
density of 128 lines/inch can be read by the UFC
Magnetic Tape Unit)

Standard Length:

2500'
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Number of Blockettes/Reel:
Blockette Spacing

2500' Length

0.5"

17,640

1"

12,600

Mylar Tape Handler Specifications:

(Potter Tape Unit, Model 3232)

Tape Transport Speed:

75"/sec

Read/Write Rate:

10,400 characters/sec (single blockette
type of operation)

Start Time, Write:

(including acceleration and blockette spacing time)
0.5" blockette spacing:
1"
blockette spacing:

7115

13 ms

Stop and Lockout Time:

10 ms (This includes deceleration ti.e
and the lockout or reverse direction time.
The minimum time between operations involving
tape movement is thus 10 ms)

Start Head Times:

(assuming previous stop-lockout delay has
elapsed)

Operation
Read Forward after
previeus Read Forward

0.5" Blockette Spacing

1" Blockette Spac.

7 ms

13 ms

Read Forward after
previous Read Backward

2-3

Read Backward after
previous Read Forward

2-3 ms

2-3

lIS

7 ms

13

IDS

Read Backward after
previeus Read Backward

IDS

2-3 ms

Blockette Bead/Write Time: 11.5 ms (does not iaclude start-stop time
listed above)
Wind and Rewind Bates:

75"/sec; time required is approximately
6 1/2 minutes for 2500' length~ Checking
is performed during Rewind Dperations.
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Bad Spot Detection:

Bad tape areas are photoelectrically sensed
in both forward and backward direction.
Compatible Bad Spot Logic.

Reel Changing:

By prethreaded, detachable tape leader.

I/O Instructions. The UFC Magnetic Tape Unit can execute the 13 I/O
instructions listed below.
These I/O Instructions are sent to the UFC Magnetic Tape Unit's Demand
Station via the Computer-to-IO control lines when the UFC Magnetic Tape Unit
i s p1aced " 0 n d ema nd " .
Only one I/O Instruction can be given the UFC Magnetic Tape Unit at a
time.
WRITE
WRITE & CHEQ(
READ FO RWA RD
READ BAQ(WARD
SEARCH FORWARD EQUAL
SEARCH BA(l(WARD EQUAL
SEARCH FORWARD = or:>
SEARCH BA(l(WARD = or<
TRANSFER BUFFER mNTENTS ro I/O TRA(l(
TRANSFER I/O TRACK mNTENTS ro BUFFER
WIND FORWARD
REWIND
REWIND WITH INTERLO(l(
Write, Write and Check, and Read operations are one-blockette operations;
i.e., they process 120 characters and the tape stops. Search and Winding
operations involve continuous tape movement. No tape movement is involved in
Buffer-I/O Track transfers.
Write operations are always performed with the tape moving in the forward direction. Since data ahead of the data being recorded is erased, tape
data cannot be selectively altered. Writing should, therefore, be initiated
from the beginning of the tape or from the position where the last writing
operation terminated.
Read, Search, and Winding operations can be performed in both the forward and backward direction of tape movement.
Write operations imply (a) that the data to be recorded has been
previously loaded by the computer program on the I/O Track connected to the
computer; and, in Modell systems, (b) that a subsequent track switching operation was performed, to make that data available to the UFC Magnetic Tape Unit
for recording. Similarly, Search operations imply (a) that an identifier has
previously been loaded on the I/O Track connected to the computer; and, in
Model 1 systems, (b) that track switching is subsequently programmed to make
the identifier available to the UFC Magnetic Tape Unit.
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At the end of each Read Instruction, the I/O Track connected to the UFC
Magnetic Tape Unit will be loaded with the blockette of data read. Similarly,
in Search operations during which a "find" occurs, the blockette "found" will
be loaded on that I/O Track. If no match ("find") between the identifier and
any blockette in a File is obtained, the I/O Track will not contain any data
from the Search operation.
After all Wri te, Read, and Search ("find") operations, the tape is
positioned immediately after the blockette which is written, read, or "found".
After Search (no "find") the tape is positioned immediately after the blockette
in which an End of File or End of Data is detected.
Each time an I/O Instruction is received, the Magnetic Tape Unit takes
itself "off demand". If the Magnetic Tape Unit is placed "on demand" and no
I/O Instruction is subsequently given it, the Magnetic Tape Unit remains
"on demand" until another I/O Unit is placed "on demand".
Control Information for the Computer
The following seven items of data, resulting from operations of the UFC
Magnetic Tape Unit, are sent to the computer during Demand In sequences.
The computer uses this information for program variance.
SEA RCH, FIND ==
SEARCH, FIND> or < ( > for forward search; < for backward search)
*END OF FILE
*END OF DATA
END OF BWCKETI'E a>UNT
BEGINNING OF TAPE
END OF TAPE
In Model 1 Univac File Computer the above control information is sent
to the computer via the High Speed IO-to-Computer control lines W, X, Y, and
Z. A Pinboard on the Magnetic Tape Unit Control Panel allows each of these
seven control conditions to be defined in terms of W, X, Y, Z, or combination
of these lines. In Model 0 Univac File Computer systems, seven relay-operated
(low-speed) IO-to-Computer control lines (a-g) are used for this purpose.
They also can be plugged as desired on the Pinboard. The relay-operated
IO-to-Computer control lines are also available in Model 1 systems for defining certain of the less critical conditions in the Magnetic Tape Unit,
if the controlling computer program is plugboard-defined, and it is necessary
or convenient to use them.

• Each of the seven types of control information is detected automatically
by circuitry in the UFC Magnetic Tape Units. End of File and End of
Data are code words which must be stored on the tape together with the
actual data. The other control information does not require coding on
the tape.
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Checking Features
Parity Check on each character processed
l20-Count Check on each blockette sensed
Write and Check I/O Instruction
Check during Rewind
If a check detects an
is repeated; if the second
matically made. Provision
tape failures due to minor
tary equipment failure.

error, the processing of the current blockette
attempt fails, a third. and final try is autois thus made for automatic recovery from most
or temporary tape imperfections or possible momen-

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
The OFC Magnetic Tape Unit (See Figure 8-1) is housed in a single
cabinet. The cabinet is mounted on casters to facilitate placement of the
OFC Magnetic Tape Uni t in t.he various configurations noted above.
The principal components of this cabinet are:
Mylar Tape Handler
l20-Character Buffer
Comparator (single-character)
Demand Station
Pinboard
Asso~iated
control eir~uitry.
Table 8-1 lists the tentative installation requirements for each OFC
Magnetic Tape Unit. Figure 8-2 illustrates the cable connections required
when this equipment is used as an I/O Unit in Univac File Computer installations. See Figures 9-2, 9-3, and Figure 10-4, respectively, for cable
connections required in operation of the OFC Magnetic Tape Units in the SortCollate and High Speed Printer Systems.
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Type 4950 Magnetic Tape Unit
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Table 8-1
Tentative Installation Requirements
for UFC Magnetic Tape Unit.

Size and Weight:
Width (front)
Depth
Height
Weight

30"
49 1/2"
65 1/2"
1200 lb.

Clearance:
Front
Back
Right Side
Left Side

36"
24"
12"
12"

Power Dissipation:

2.7kw

Electric Service:
KVA
Volts
Phase
Max. Line Variation

3
208-240 vac

± 5%

Cooling:
Air Current
Heat Dissipated
Max. Room Temperature
Max. Room Humidity

720 cfm
9200 Btu/hr
90°F
90%

l~

TO SERVICE
RECEPTACLE

C

MODEL 0

j

,
MTU

CONTROL
DRUM

\,

CABLES

HE AD

UFC PROGRAM
CONTROL CABINET

CABLES

I

MODEL

)

I

UFC PROGRAM
CONTROL CABINET ]I

100'

MAX.

~,

CABLE LENGTH

Figure 8-2. Cabling Diagram for Operation of UFC
Magnetic Tape Unit as I/O Unit
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SECTION 9
UFC SORT-OOLLATE SYSTEM

The UFC Sort-Collate System is a special-purpose magnetic tape fileprocessing device which performs a wide variety of collating operations, including a sort-by-collation and a sequence-checking operation. Although designed primarily as an independent, off-line, device for use in Univac File
Computer installations, the UFC Sort-Collate System has a (psuedo) on-line
mode of operation in Univac File Computer systems as well. It can also be
used as auxiliary, off-line, equipment for other data-processing systems.
However, such systems must include at least one magnetic tape handler which
is tape-compatible with the UFC Magnetic Units described in Section 8.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
Capabil i ties
The function of the UFC Sort-Collate System is the ordering of magnetic
tape data (Items) according to pre-established rules.
Four UFC Magnetic Tape Units (described in Section 8) and a Sort-Collate
Unit (See Figure 9-1) compose the system. The four tape units are designated
MTU I, MTU II, MTU III, and MTU IV. The specific function of each tape unit
in the three general types of collation described below is given in Table 9-1.
Note that, in general, each is either an input tape unit, functioning as a
source to supply tape data to the system; or an output tape unit, functioning
as a destination at which the system rewrites sorted or collated data. The
Sort-Collate Unit controls the operation of each tape unit and executes the
system programs required to order the tape data.
The ordering of tape data consists basically of these two actions:
1.

A comparison of two or three units of tape data to determine the
difference in magnitude between them; followed by

2.

A transfer of one or more units of tape data to place them on
other tape(s) in some relation to their magnitudesj i.e., in
accordance with the pre-established rules.

Specifically, three major types of collation, or ordering of data, are
performed: (Refer to Table 9-1)
1.

Extraction: Data from a Master File is extracted or selected
according to (a) one or two Key Files, and (b) a set of plugboard-defined rules called a collation program. As a result of
the operation, a new file of extracted data is prepared.
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Table 9-1.
Type
of
Collation
E
X

T
R

A
C
T
I
0

Name of
Opera tion

Tape Unit

Function

Contents

Extraction on
the basis of
M= K
M > K, or
M< K

MTU I
MTU II
MTU III & IV
(either or both
can be used)

input
input
output

Master File
Key File
Extracted File

Extraction
between limits:
Kl < M < K2

MTU
MTU
MTD
MTU

input
input
input
output

Master File
Key File (K2)
Key File (Kl)
Extracted File

Two-File Merge

MTU I
MTU II
MTU III & IV
(ei ther or both
can be used)

input
input
output

Master File A
Master File B
Merged File

input

Master
Master
blaster
Merged

N
M
E

Sort-Collate Tape Unit Assignments

R
G

I
II
III
IV

I
N
G

MTU
MTU
Three-File Merge MTU
MTU

I
II
III
IV

S
MTU I

0
R

T
I
N

MfU II
Sort

G

MTU III

B

MID IV

Y
MTDI
MTU II

C
0

in~ut

input
output

input &
intermediate File to be sorted
s toraae
intennediate
storage
-intermediate
storage and Sorted File
output
intermediate
-storage
input
not used

L
L

A
T
I

Sequence
Checking

File A
File B
File C
File

MTU III

output

MTU IV

output

0

N

File to be checked

--

if fIle to be checked --

is already in ascending sequence, the file
is duplicated on MTD
III; if the file to be
checked is not in ascending sequence, all
of its Items are rewritten, but some are
on MTIJ III, and the
others are on MTU IV.
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If only one Key File is used, this operation can be programmed to select Items from the Master File as follows: on
the basis of identity with the Items in the Key File; or on
the basis of a greater than or less than relationship to an
Item in the Key File.
If two Key Files are used, the operation can be programmed
to select Items from the Master File between the limits specified
by two other Items, one in each of the Key Files.
2.

Merging: Data from two or three Master Files are combined, in
accordance with plugboard-defined rules (i.e., a collation program) to form a new Master File.

3.

Sorting-by-Collation: By a combination of extraction and merging, a Master File is sorted in strict relation to magnitude.
The rules for this operation are defined by an ascending sort
routine which is internally wired into the system. The operation
is thus fully automatic.
The wired-in sort routine is also used for checking tape
data for ascending sequences. In Sequence Checking operations
a single pass is made through the tape data. The file checked
is either sequenced in ascending order or not. A corresponding
indication is given on the Sort-Collate Control Panel. If the
file was in sequence, the operation automatically rewinds MTU I
and MTU III tape. If the file was not in sequence, only MTU I is
rewound. In any event the original Master File is rewritten
(See Table 9-1). If it was not in sequence, and a sequenced
version of it is required, a Sort operation can be initiated
immediately after the Sequence Checking operation. (The latter
operation would then be regarded by the system as the first pass
of the Sort.) The subsequent Sort operation must use MTU I for
intermediate storage. Hence, the original Master File on MTU I
should be removed after the Sequence Checking operation, if it
is necessary to keep that file in its original form.

In Extraction, Merging, and Sequence Checking operations, a single pass is
made through the tape data. The time required for these operations is given
by:

= 28.5 N (for tapes with 0.5" blockette spacing)
T = 34.5 N (for tapes with 1. 0" blockette spa c i ng)
T = the time required, in milliseconds; and
N = the number of blockettes to be read in the operation.
T

or
where

Sort operations require a number of passes through the tape data. The
time required for sorting depends on (a) the number of Items to be sorted,
(b) the length of the Items to be sorted, and (c) the number of natural sequences already in the Items. Usually, (a) and (b) can be accurately determined rather easily. On the other hand (c) is sometimes impossible to
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determine. In this connection, the following equation may be used:
E(S) = ~, where E(S) is the expectation of the number of natural sequence
in the fife to be sorted, and n is the number of random Items in the file.
The following equations are used to compute (or, if r(S) is used for S, to
estimate) Sort times:

T

= 34.5

N {[1092 SJ + 1 + [1092

sJ

(mod 2)}

(for tapes with 0.5" blockette
spacing)

(mod 2)}

(for tapes with 1.0" blockette
spacing)

where [J = the next grea ter in teger
N = the number of blockettes in the file
S = the number of natural sequences
In all three types of collation, the Item is the system's unit of tape
data. Items are compared and Items are transferred, even though each of the
tape units operates on a blockette basis. When Items are originally recorded
on tape, their length is defined by the recording program. Normally, all
Items in a given file are of the same length. It is sometimes necessary or
convenient, however, to vary the length of Items within a file; and it is
quite common that Items in separate files have different lengths. Accordingly,
the following rules relative to Item length have been established for the
Sort-Collate System:

= 1,

1.

Item lengths of 60 characters or 120n characters, where n
2, 3, ... , 10, are permitted.

2.

All Items in files to be sorted or checked for ascending" sequences must be of the same length. Items in files processed
by plugboard-defined collating programs need not all be of the
same length, but it is more convenient (programwise) if they are.

3.

In all operations of the Sort-Collate System, the Ite m length
(or lengths) involved in the operation must be defined by patchcord wiring on the Sort-Collate Plugboard. Each time the SortCollate System begins a new step in its program it refers to
the Item length defined on the plugboard. If the Item length
specified at that time, for example, is 480 characters, and the
step calls for a transfer to occur, the system will automatically
transfer 480 characters, 120 at a time.

Another factor which must be defined for the system by patchcord wiring
on the Sort-Collate Plugboard, regardless of the type of collation being performed, is the basis on which the system is to compare Items. By definition
an Item is a complete, unique file entry. Each Item, therefore, not only
completely defines a given file entry, but also contains a prime set of identifying data which distinguishes it from all other Items in a file.
For Items of 120 characters or more, this prime set of identifying data
can vary from 1 up to 120 characters in length; for 60-character Items, it can
vary from 1 up to 60 characters in length. In 60 and 120-character Items the
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prime set of identifying data is contained in the blockette that contains the
Item; in multiblockette Items, it is contained in the first and last blockettes
of the Item. When Items are compared, only each's prime set of identifying
data is used. In some cases, the entire prime set of identifying data is employed; in other cases only a portion. To make it possible to do Item comparison on the basis of any set of data included in the prime set of identifying
data, the specific character positions that are to be used in the comparison
of Items are plugboard-defined. These character positions are called Compare
Positions.
For Items of 120 characters or more, Compare Positions are defined on a
Word (0-9) and Character (11 through S) basis. Word 0, Character 11 is the
most significant Compare Position. This corresponds to the character written
first on the tape when the Item was recorded. Word 0, Character 10 is the
next most significant Compare Position, etc. Word 9, Character S (Sign) is
the least significant Compare Position. This corresponds to the last character
written on the tape when the Item (or, in the case of multiblockette Items,
the first blockette of the Item) was recorded.
In the case of 60-character Items, exactly two Items are stored in each
blockette on the tape. Accordingly, the 120 Compare Positions are divided into
two parts: Word 0, Character 11 through Word 4, Character S are used for the
first Item; and Word 5, Character 11 through Word 9, Character S are used for
the second Item. Word 0, Character 11 is the most significant Compare Position
for the first Item in the blockette; and Word 4, Character S is the least significant Compare Position for the first Item in the blockette. Word 5, Character 11 is the most significant Compare Position for the second Item in the
blockette; and Word 9, Character S is the least significant Compare Position
for the second Item in the blockette. When 60-character Items are used in any
Sort-Collate operation, (a) all Items in each file involved must be 60-character
Items, and (b) both halves of the Compare Position hubs mu~t be identically
wired.
Regardless of the Item length employed, the Compare Positions plugged need
not represent contiguous character positions in the prime set of identifying
data.
That is, the prime set of identifying data can be partitioned. In the
case of Items of 120 characters or more, 4 groups of Compare Positions can be
specified. In the case of 60-character Items (where two identical sets of
Compare Positions must be plugged) only 2 groups of Compare Positions can be
specified. Compare Positions within any group, however, represent contiguous
character positions.
Since Sort and Sequence-Checking operations are fixed-program operations
defined by internal wiring, the only plugboard patching that must be done for
those operations is that outlined above for specifying the Item Length and
Compare Positions.
In Extraction and Merging operations however, the entire collation program
(i.e., the set of complete rules for the collation) is also defined by patchcord wiring. This involves appropriate patching of a combination of up to 12
Collation Steps and a variety of other hubs on the Sort-Collate Plugboard.
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Each Collation Step is an instruction (or principal step) in a plugboarddefined collation program. The required combination of the following hubs is
patched to define a Collation Step:
STEP IN

to initiate the Collation Step.

PROCESS

to define the basic operation to be performed
during the Collation Step. Anyone of four
processes can be specified, depending on the
function desired of this Collation Step in the
program:
Transfer
Compare
Load Data
Write End of Data
(These processes are described in detail under
Basic Processes below. )

SOURCE

to specify which of the permissible input tape
units (MTU I, MTU II, or MTU III) is to supply
data for this Collation Step (See Table 9-1).

DESTINATION -

to specify which of the permissible output tape
units (MTU III or MTU IV) is to receive data as
a result of this Collation Step (See Table 9-1).

STEP OUT

to control the sequencing of the collation program.

Transfer processes, in general, require specification of both source and destination. In Load processes, only the source is specified. In Write End of
Data processes, only the destination is specified. No source or destination
is involved in a Compare Process. However, the results of each Compare process are sent to other hubs on the plugboard. These hubs must be wired to
define the basic rules of the collation.
The Sort-Collate System can be incorporated into Univac File Computer
installations in either of two configurations:
1.

It can be included as a device which shares control of the four
tape units with the computer. In this configuration (See Figure
9-2) cabling from the Sort-Collate Unit is connected to the
computer; part of the cabling from the four tape Unit Demand
Stations is connected to the Sort-Collate Unit; and the other
part of the cabling from each of the four tape unit Demand
Stations is connected to the computer. Three types of activity
can be carried out, depending on the setting of an OPERATION MODE
switch on the Sort-Collate Control Panel:
a)

When this switch is set to its DEMAND position, each
tape unit is directly and exclusively controlled by the
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2
2
2
2
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CONTROL
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CONTROL
TO SERVICE
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a

DATA

CONTROL
MTUllr

CONTROL

-0

GROUND LEAD
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(ALL CABLE LENGTHS MUST BE LESS THAN 100')

Figure 9-2.

Cabling Diagram for (psuedo) On-Line Operation of
UFC Sort-Collate System
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computer. In short, the operation of the tape units is
the same as if each were directly plugged into the
computer as I/O Units (See SECTION 8).
b)

When this switch is set to its SORT position, each tape
unit is directly and exclusively controlled by the SortCollate System 8 s internally-wired sort routine. No
communication with the computer is possible, since SortCollate Control places each tape uni-t in a NOT READY
status.

c)

When this switch is set to its PROGRAM COLLATE position,
each tape unit is, in general, controlled ~ a plugboarddefined collation program. While the tape units are
performing the plugboard-defined collation operations,
Sort-Collate Control maintains each in a NOT READY status.
However, as explained later in this section under
Computer Alert, if the collation program is so patched,
the collating operations of the tape units can be interrupted; each tape unit can be placed in a READY condition; and control of the tape units turned over to the
computer. Each tape unit can thereafter function as an
I/O Unit for the computer. The purpose of the Computer
Alert feature is to permit collating and file updating
operations to be performed in a single pass through the
tape data. Upon completion of its updating routine, the
computer returns control of the tape units to the SortCollate System. If the patchcord wiring defining the
collation program so specifies, the collating operation
continues automatically thereafter. Subsequent Computer
Alert operations can be carried out if the collation
program is so patched.
Regardless of its activity, when the Sort-Collate
System is connected in Univac File Computer installations
in the above configuration, four Demand Station positions
are used by the tape uni ts. (The Sort-Collate Uni t do·es
not have a Demand Station position, as such;. however, it
has certain circuitry very similar to that in a Demand
Station. In Computer Alert operations, MTU I's Demand
Station is "borrowed" by the system to notify the computer that Computer Alert has been initiated. SortCollate's pseudo Demand Station then communicates with
the computer to achieve the tape unit control exchanges).

2.

It can be included as an independent device which operates completely apart from the computer. In this configuration (See
Figure 9-3) the four tape units are plugged into the Sort-Collate
Unit; no connections are made to the computer. No Demand Stations
are used; hence, no operations can be performed if the OPERATION
lODE switch is set to its DEMAND position. When the OPERATION
MODE switch is set to its SORT position, only sort and sequence
checking operations can be perfonaed. In this case the four OFt
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Figure 9-3.

Cabling Diagram for Independent Operation of Sort-Collate System
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Magnetic Tape Units are directly and exclusively controlled by
the internally wired sort routine. When the OPERATION MODE
switch is set to its PROGRAM COLLATE position, the four tape
units are exclusively controlled by a (plugboard-defined)
collation program. No Computer Alert operat ions can be performed.
From 2. above it follows that the Sort-Collate System can be used off-line
in conjunction with any data-processing system whose magnetic tape is compatible with that used in the UFC Magnetic Tape Units.
Medium:
Mylar magnetic tape, as described in Section 8, is the medium employed.
In addition to those specifications listed in Section 8, the following are
requirements for tapes to be used in the Sort-Collate System:
1.

All Items in each file involved in any Sort-Collate program must
have their prime set of identifying data arranged in the same
pat tern.

2.

In multiblockette Items, this prime set of identifying data must
be in the first and last blockettes of each Item.

3.

End of File and End of Data codes (normally 12 "Z's" and 12 "%'s"
respectively) must each be recorded as full Items.

4.

An End of Data Item must be recorded as the last Item on every
input tape.

5.

If the first item on a tape is the tape reel's label, the data
used for labelling must be located in character positions other
than those used for the prime set of identifying data for the
Items in the file. In general, in Label Items all character
positions other than the actual label characters should be ignore
codes.

6.

Files to be sorted or to be checked for ascending sequence must
consist exclusively of Items of the same length; this is not a
requirement for other collating operations involving Items of
120 characters or more, since selectors can be operated via
patchcord wiring on the Sort-Collate Plugboard to vary the
system's Item Length as required. Files containing Items of 60
characters in length cannot be collated with files containing
any other Item lengths.

Basic Processes
Every program carried out by the Sort-Collate System consists of a series
of steps or instructions. Each step involves one of the following basic processes:
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Transfer
Compare
Load
Write End of Data
Transfer: The Transfer process is used to transmit an Item from one tape
unit (designated as the source) to one or two other tape units (designated as
the destinations). This process assumes:
a)

that the Item (or, in the case of multiblockette Items, that the
first blockette of the Item), has already been loaded into the
buffer of the tape unit designated as the source;

b)

that the SOURCE and DESTINATION hubs on the plugboard are
appropriately patched; and

c)

that an Item length is specified by patchcord wiring on the
plugboard .

Although the Transfer process is basically the same regardless of the
Item length involved, it is convenient to discuss separately the transfer
cycles for 120 character Items, multiblockette Items, and 60 character Items.
(One destination only is discussed).
If the plugboard-defined Item length is 120 characters, or one blockette:
The Item in the source tape unit's buffer is transferred to the
destination tape unit's buffer; then
The source tape unit reads the next Item from its tape into its
buffer; and the contents of the destination tape unit's buffer
are recorded on that tape unit's tape.
The process terminates with the Item transferred being written on an output
tape (but still "remembered" in the destination tape unit's buffer); and a new
Item loaded into the source tape unit's buffer. Note that, basically, a
Transfer process is a blockette operation to the tape units.
If the plugboard-defined Item length is a multiblockette length, the above
one-blockette sequence is repeated as many times as there are blockettes in the
Item. In this case, when the operation terminates:
the entire multiblockette Item to be transferred has been recorded on the destination tape;
the blockette containing the prime set of identifying data for
the Item transmitted is "remembered" in the destination tape
unit's buffer (this data was the last blockette recorded); and
the blockette containing the prime set of identifying data for
the next Item on the souree tape uRitts tape is in that tape
uni t t 5 buffer.
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If the plugboard-defined Item length is 60 characters or 1/2 blockette,
the buffer-to-buffer transmissions in transfer cycles are 60-character transmissions. The Sort-Collate System automatically cycles through the source tape
unit's buffer and the destination tape unit's buffer. In short, it "remembers"
where to get the next Item (i.e., in which half of the source tape unit buffer);
and it also "remembers" where to put each output Item (i.e., in which half of
the destination tape unitts buffer it is to load the Item). The source tape
unit, however, will read a new blockette from its tape only if both sections
of its buffer have been exhausted by transfers. Similarly, the contents of a
destination tape unit's buffer are written only if both sections are filled.
Compare: The Compare process is used to determine the relative magnitudes
of three items: I (the Item in MIU I), II (the Item in MTU II) and L (the Item
last transferred). The process assumes
a)

that MTU I and MTU II's buffers already contain the prime set of
identifying data for Items I and II, respectively. (The prime
set of identifying data for the last Item transferred, L, is
automatically "remembered" in the tape unit that received L.
See Transfer above;

b)

that the Compare Positions, that is the character positions in
the prime sets of identifying data which are actually to be
compared, are defined by patchcord wiring on the Sort-Collate
Plugboard; and

c)

that the result hubs of the Compare process are appropriately
patched.

Comparison is accomplished on a character by character basis; comparison
being suppressed in those character positions not defined by Compare Position~
patching the plugboard. (Note: "ignore" codes do not suppress comparison in
the positions in which they occur.) Three of nine possible results (I > II,
I = I I, I < I I; I > L, I = L, I < L; I I > L, I I = L, I I < L) are 0 bta i ned.
These results are presented either to the internally-wired sort routine, or
to hubs on the Sort-Collate Plugboard. At the conclusion of this process, the
tape unit buffers involved remain unchanged. No transfer of data occurs;
hence, no source or destination designations are made.
Load: The Load process is used to transfer a blockette of information
from the tape in one, two, or three t8pe units (designated as sources) to those
tape units' buffers. The Load process is a "starting" process, primarily.
Write End of Data: This process can be used to write an Item of End of
Data codes on one or two output tapes. The system automatically produces an
Item length of End of Data codes; therefore, no source need be specified.
However, the tape units on whose tape an End of Data Item is to be recorded
must be designated as destinations. In the case of 60 character Items, two
Write End of Data processes must be programmed to insure that the Item of End
of Data is actually written on the output tape. (See 60-character case, in
Transfer above).
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Selectors:
The four types of selectors provided in the Sort-Collate System, and the
number and function of each type are given in Table 9-2.
Table 9-2.
Type

Number

Program
Selectors

6

Terminal
Selectors

4

Sort-Collate Selectors

Operated by
Any pulse on SortCollate Plugboard,
except those due to
Terminal Conditions
(discussed below),
can be routed by
patchcord wiring to
"pickup" or "dropout" Program Selectors.

Only pulses due to the
occurrence of Terminal
Conditions should be
patched to "pick-up"
Terminal Selectors.
Any pulse can be routed
to "drop-out" these
selectors.

Function(s)
(a) To operate relay selectors:
DC power is supplied
from the time a Program
Selector is "picked up"
until it is "dropped out".
(b) To delay "pick-Up" pulse.
The pick-up pulse is
delayed lOms. to make certain the Relay Selector
involved is activated before it is probed _ (This
delay otcurs, however,
whether or not patchcord
wiring is provided to "pick
up" a Relay Selector).
(a) To operate Relay Selectors.
(Same as for Program
Selectors)
(b) To delay a STEP OUT pulse.
The next STEP OUT after
the occurrence of the Terminal Condition is delayed
IOms to make certain any
Relay Selector involved is
activated before it is
probed __ . .'" ,.~ .....
....-cIV--1

Relay
Selectors
Program
Al teration

12

4

Program or Terminal
Selector power.

To alter the path of plugboard signals for program
ariance.

Manual setting of Toggle
switches on the SortCollate Control Panel.

Same as Relay Selectors.
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Terminal Conditions:
The following terminal conditions, when detected in input tape units
MTU I, MTU II, or MIU III, are used for program variance in Sort-Collate programs:
End of File
End of Data
Only one terminal condition from the output tape units MTU III and MIU IV is
used for program variance:
End of Blockette Count
In Sort- and Sequence-Checking operations these conditions are presented
to the internally-wired routine and are automatically interpreted therein.
In all other operations they are presented to the plugboard-defined program
as signals on the Sort-Collate Plugboard. The hubs which receive them must
be appropriately patched to other hubs to effect program variance. So as not
to conflict with or interrupt plugboard-defined collation programs, it is
necessary
(a) that the terminal condition hubs on the Sort-Collate Plugboard
be wired only to Terminal Selector pick-ups; and
(b) that the POWER OUT hubs from each Terminal Selector be wired to
those Relay Selectors used for program variance.
(c) that plugboard-defined collation programs be designed to probe
the program variance selectors, as required, to decide whether
to terminate the collating operation, to rewind the tape on a
particular tape unit, branch into a new set of Collation Steps,
etc.
Rewind Operations:
The system is made aware of the necessity to rewind by the occurrence of
one of the terminal conditions listed above.
After Extraction and Merging operations (or, during these operations if
more than 1 reel of tape is required) Rewind operations must be provided for
by patchcorU wiring on the Sort-Collate Plugboard. The appropriate REWIND (IN)
hub, I, II, III, or IV must be pulsed to initiate a Rewind operation in an MTU.
In Sequence Checking operations, the system automatically rewinds the
tape in MTU I and MTU III (See Table 9-1), if the file to be checked proved
to be in ascending sequence. If the file checked was not in ascending sequence,
only MTU I is automatically rewound.
All tape units are automatically left in a rewound condition after Sort
opera t ions.
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Every Rewind operation in the Sort-Collate System automatically interlocks
the tape unit(s) involved. Once an interlock is set up, it continues until it
is manually removed, either by operating controls on the interlocked tape unit,
or by pressing the MASTER CLEAR button on the Sort-Collate Control Panel.
When a tape unit is in its rewound-with-interlock condition, the source
tape reel can be changed, but the tape unit cannot be used. Accordingly, in
plugboard-defined collation programs, the program should not be designed to
attempt other operations once it initiates a Rewind.
To resume operation after a plugboard-defined collating program has been
interrupted for Rewind,
(1) any reel changing required is performed;
(2) manual controls on the tape unit(s) rewound are operated to
remove the interlock(s);
(3) the S~RT button on the Sort-Collate Control Panel is pressed.
(The START button is not effective unless all interlocks are
removed. )
The program will then be re-initiated from the point specified by patchcord
wiring from the REWIND OUT hub on the Sort-Collate Plugboard.
Pressing the MASTER CLEAR button on the Sort-Collate Control Panel automatically removes all tape unit interlocks. (If the MASTER CLEAR button is
pressed after a Rewind which interrupts a collation program, and the START
button is subsequently pressed, the collation program is re-initiated from the
START hub on the Sort-Collate Plugboard.)
Computer Alert Operations:
To permit more efficient use of the tape units and to provide a faster
method of updating tape files, a Computer Alert operation has been made available in the Sort-Collate System.
Computer Alert can be performed when the following conditions are met:
1.

The Sort-Collate System is connected to a Univac File Computer in
the configuration shown in Figure 9-2;

2.

The OPERATION MODE switch on the Sort-Collate Control Panel is
set to its PROGRAM COLLATE position;

3.

Patchcord wiring on the Sort-Collate Plugboard specifies Computer
Alert as part of the plugboard-defined collation program. This
means that at some point (or at certain points, if a series of
Computer Alert operations are to be performed) patchcord wiring
must cause one of the 15 COMPUTER ALERT hubs on the Sort-Collate
Plugboard to be pulsed. In Model 1 systems this is sufficient to
initiate the Computer Alert operation, and define a particular
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one of 15 updating routines for the computer. In Model 0 systems
a COMPUTER ALERT hub must also be pulsed; but, if a particular
updating routine is to be specified for the computer, a network
of Sort-Collate Selectors must be activated during or prior to
each Computer Alert Operation.·
Even though Computer Alert operations are anticipated, the computer can be
involved in a totally unrelated program, as long as it tests the status of
MTU I periodically. When the Sort-Collate System has control of the tape units,
each Demand Test In by the computer of MTU I will result in a NOT READY signal
from Sort-Collate Control.
When a COMPUTER ALERT hub on the Sort-Collate Plugboard is pulsed:
1.

Collating stops.

2.

A copy of the 120 characters held in each tape unit's buffer is
written on the I/O Track associated with that tape unit.

3.

Control of the four tape units is then turned over to the computer; i.e., each tape unit goes READY, all of its Demand Station
control lines are released by Sort-Collate Control, and data
transmissions to and from each tape unit's associated I/O Track
can take place under computer control.

After a Demand Test In sequence wherein the Computer detects that Computer
Alert has been initiated (i.e., when the computer finds MTU I READY) it must
then carry out a Demand In sequence specifying MTU I. This Demand In sequence
actually occurs in the Sort-Collate Unit, not (as programmed) in MTU I. As a
result of this Demand In sequence the following occur:
In Modell Systems, a SPECIAL OUT is generated and a binary-coded
number, corresponding to the COMPUTER ALERT hub pulsed, is sent to
the computer's High Speed IO-to-Computer Control Line Storage; the
computer must then test High Speed IO-to-Computer Control Line Storage
and determine its updating routine. (Thereafter, any Demand In sequences involving MTU I actually occur in MTU I.)
In Model 0 Systems, a DEMAND OUT is generated by Sort-Collate Control;
and, the updating routine for the computer, if a particular one is to
be specified, is given by a combination of d-c enables over the relayoperated IO-to-Computer control lines, h-k. (These d-c enables are
produced by Sort-Collate Selectors which must be activated via
appropriate patchcord wiring on the Sort-Collate Plugboard.)
When the computer has completed the specified updating routine, it can be
programmed to (a) demand any MTU to give it a TRANSFER 10 TRACK CONTENTS TO BUFFER
instructim; and simultaneously pulse one of the Computer-to-IO control lines E
through I to revert subsequent control of all tape units to Sort-Collate Control;
or (b) it can pulse the Computer-to-10 control lines E through I without demanding ~ MTU. In either case,this will initiate the transfer of tape unit control from the computer to the Sort-Collate System. In (a) it will also send
updated data to one MTU. If other MTU's are to receive updated data, each must
be separately demanded and given a TRANSFER 10 TRACK CONTENTS TO BUFFER instruction.
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When Sort-Collate Control receives a signal over anyone of the Computer-to10 control lines E through I, it routes this signal to the correspondingly
labelled hub E through I on the Sort-Collate Plugboard. If collating operations
are to continue after Computer Alert, the E through I hub pulsed must be patched
to the RESUME IN hub on the plugboard.
When a RESUME IN signal is generated,
Sort-Collate Control knows collating is to continue.
It then tests to see if
a TRANSFER 10 TRACK CONTENTS TO BUFFER instruction (or any other instruction)
was given one or more MTU's.
Sort-Collate Control does not attempt to resume
collating operations until all operations specified by the computer are completed.
When the tape units have finished with the computer-defined operations,
Sort-Collate Control assumes complete control of each tape unit, and issues a
RESUME OUT pulse at the correspondingly labelled hub on the plugboard. Collation continues from the point to which this hub is patched.
Checking:
In addition to the parity and 120-count checks made during data transmissions
to and from each tape unit's buffer, every character compared is parity checked,
and checking is done during Rewind operations.
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
The Sort-Collate System is composed of five cabinets: four UFC Magnetic
Tape Units (See Figure 8-1) and a Sort-Collate Unit (See Figure 9-1).
The tentative installation requirements for each of the UFC Magnetic Tape
Units are given in Section 8, Page 8-8.
Those for the Sort-Collate Unit are
listed in Table 9-3.
Figure 9-2 is a cabling diagram for the connections made in the (psuedo)
on-line operation of the Sort-Collate System.
Figure 9-3 is a cabling diagram
for the connections made in the completely independent operations of the SortCollate System.
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Table 9-3
Tentative Installation Requirements
for the Sort-Collate Unit
(Sort-Collate System requirements include those listed below
plus those given on Page 8-8 for each of the UFC Magnetic
Tape Units)

Size and Weight:
Width
Depth
Height
\'/eight
Clearance:
Front
Back

Right Side
Left Side
Power Dissipation:

30"
49 1/2"
65 1/2"
1200 Ib
36"
24"
12"
12"
5.9 kw

Electric Service:
KVA
Volts
Phase
Max. Line Variation

±5%

Cooling:
Air Current
Heat Dissipated
Max. Room Temperature
Max. Room Humidity

1000cfm
20,136 Btu/hr
90o F.
80%

6.6
220 vac
l~
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SECTION 10
UFC HIGH SPEED PRINTER

The UFC High Speed Printer operates as on-line or off-line output equipment
for the Univac File Computer System. It is capable of printing alpha-numeric
data in 130 columns at a maximum rate of 600 lines per minute. Automatic checking circuitry insures against faulty printer operation. In on-line operation,
the printer operates as an output unit of the computer, obtaining information
and control signals from the computer. In off-line operation, the printer
operates with a UFC Magnetic Tape Unit as its source of input information. The
basic equipment features and mechanical specifications are essentially the same
as those of the off-line printer currently used in the Univac I system. Internal logic and circuit techniques have been revised, however, to effect cost
and power reductions and to permit on-line operation in the Univac File Computer
System.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
Spec if icat ions
Characters per line:

130 maximum

Lines per minute:

400 or 600

Horizontal Character
Spacing:

10 per inch (pica type)

Vertical Line Spacing:

6 lines per inch (single, double,
or triple spaced)

Number of different
printable characters:

51 (10 numeric, 26 alphabetic, 15
punctuation and special symbols)

Paper Stock:

Any standard sprocket-fed paper
(4 to 27 inches in width, up to
card stock in weight)

Number of Carbon Copies:

Depends on weight of paper (at least
4 using 12 pound stock)

Information Coding
The information fed into the printer must be expressed in blockettes of
Univac characters. One blockette contains 120 seven-bit Univac characters;
these characters are used in printing one line in single line operation, and
up to six lines in multiline operation. Each blockette is loaded into the
printer in a serial-bit, serial-character manner.
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Format Control
The output format of the printer is controlled by plugboard patching, by
special control characters in the blockettes, by the fast feed control loop,
and by control signals both from the computer and from the printer itself. The
following variations in format can be obtained.
Selection of Print Columns. The plugboard can be patched to permit printing of any character of a blockette in anyone, two, or three print columns.
Fast Feed. Paper may be spaced past large gaps in the printed format to
save operational time. Five different fast feeds may be programmed; the
stopping point of each is determined by the location of a hole punched in a
designated channel on the fast feed control loop. In on-line operation, four
of the fast feeds are started by appropriate control-line instructions from the
computer; the fifth is started by a hole in the designated channel .of the fast
feed control loop. In off-line operation,four of the fast feeds are started by
designated fast feed special characters in the blockettes; the fifth is started
by a hole in the designated channel of the paper feed control loop.
Multiline. A multiline special character causes the information in the
blockette to be printed out in a predetermined format on up to six succeSSIve
print lines. Within limits, any blockette character can be printed on any combination of six lines and in anyone, two, or three print columns of any line.
The number of lines to be printed and the format of each line are determined
by plugboard patching.
Zero Suppression. Non-significant zeros may be suppressed and replaced
with spaces in pre-selected fields of the printed output. The plugboard determines the location and size of each zero-suppression field. Different
fields may be selected for single line and multiline operation. Up to 18
fields each may be selected for single line and multiline operation.
Line Spacing. In on-line operation, single-spaced output is produced unless double or triple spacing is requested over the appropriate Computer-to-I/O
line. In off-line operation, line spacing is selected by plugboard patching;
it cannot be varied during printer operation.
Suppression of Print-Out by Class. In off-line operation, five special
characters are available as identifiers for specific classes of information.
When stored in a blockette, one of the special characters signifies that the
information in that blockette belongs to the class represented by that character.
Each "class" character is separately identified by the printer and may be selected for suppression of print-out of each blockette containing the character.
Form Sensing. The paper feed control loop, in addition to its use in fast
feed operation, may be used to inform the computer when certain locations have
been reached on the paper form. Holes punched in appropriate columns of the
control loop generate signals which may be used to modify the computer program.
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Cont rol Signals
Off-Line. During off-line operation, printer operation may be modified by
any of the following special control charaeters stored in the blockettes:
(1) Fast Feed I, Fast Feed 2, Fast Feed 3, Fast Feed 4
(2) Multiline
(3) Breakpoint
(4) Stop
On-Line. During on-line operation, the printer is controlled from the
computer, and any special control characters contained in the blockettes are
ignored. The following control signals transmitted over Computer-to-IO control
lines affect printer operation:
(1) Print
(2) Fdst Feed I, Fast Feed 2, Fast Feed 3, Fast Feed 4
(3) Multiline
(4) Double Space
(5) Triple Space
The form sensing Signals from the paper feed control loop are sent over IO-toComputer control lines, and may be used to modify the computer program.

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
General
The High Speed Printer consists of two units, the type 4990 printer unit
and the type 4890 printer control cabinet (See Figures 10-1 and 10-2). The
printer unit contains the print head and related mechanisms and circuitry. The
printer control cabinet contains the printer control circuitry and demand station control cirCUitry. In off-line operation, a UFC Magnetic Tape Unit is required in addition to the printer and control units. Table 10-1 lists the
tentative installation requirements. Figures 10-3 and 10-4 are the cabl!ng
diagrams o
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Table 10-1
Tentative Installation Requirements
of High Speed Printer

Printer Unit
Size and Weight:
Width
Depth
Height
Weight

72"
31"
52"
1500 lb.

Clearance:
Front
Back
Right Side
Left Side

36"
36"
36"
36"

Power Dissipation:

Printer
Cont rol Cabinet
30"
80"

70 3/16"
2200 Ib

36"
30"
36"
36"
7kw

Electric Service:
KVA

Volts
Phase
Max. Line Variation
Cooling:
Air Current
Heat Dissipated
Max. Room Temperature
Max. Room Humidity

9
200-240 vac
3~-4
~ 5%

wire or 10-3 wire

2500 cfm
23,900 Btu/hr.
90°F.

9<1fo
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SECTION 11
UFC HIGH SPEED PAPER TAPE SYSTEM

FUNLiIONAL DESCRIPTION
Capabi 1it ies.
The High Speed Paper Tape System (HSPTS) is an Input/Output system which
can be incorporated, as a punched paper tape processing equipment, in any
Univac File Computer installation.
Its purpose is to provide a programmable two-way communication between
the Univac File Computer and 5, 6, or 7-level punched paper tape.
The principal components of the HSPTS are;
Ferranti Mark II Photoelectric Tape Reader
Western Electric Teletype Tape Punch
HSPTS Plugboard
Demand Station
Addressing System for the I/O Track Associated with the HSPTS
General-Purpose Translator
Control Panel, and
Other assoc iated cont rol circuit ry.
The HSPTS is strictly an on~line device; that is, it operates under control
of a computer program. Its function is to supply input data to or receive output data from the computer. Accordingly, two modes of operation, Input or Output, can be specified by the computer. Patchcord wiring on the HSPTS Plugboard
is employed to define the details of each Input or Output operation.
Two general types of HSPTS (plugboard-defined) programs are thus required,
and plugboards must be separately patched for each mode of operation. Input
HSPTS Plugboard programs, for example, must specify the Input mode of operation
and provide for translation of (input) tape characters in 5, 6, or 7-level code
to Univac code prior to storing this data in the computer. Output HSPTS Plugboard programs must specify the Output mode of operation, and provide for translation of output characters from Univac code to some 5, 6, or 7-level code
prior to punching the output data.
In either mode, operation is initiated when the required manual preparations are completed and the computer program sends the appropriate I/O Instruction (Input or Output) to the HSPTS. Stop control can be achieved by an I/O
Instruction (Stop) or by the Hs~rsts own plugboard-defined program.
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During Input operations, data sensed from paper tape by the Tape Reader
(or data encoded by the HSPTS itself) is stored in the computer on the I/O
Track associated with the HSPTS. Any character can be added to or deleted from
the input tape data. This variation can be performed on the basis of the
character's position in the input message, on the basis of decoding the character, or by a combination of these. Plugboard~wiring defines which; and also
specifies (a) how the input data is to be partitioned or grouped, and (b)
where, around the I/O Track, each group is to be stored.
Input data can be stored in word or field positions on the I/O Track.
to ten words or twenty fields can be loaded on the I/O Track.

Up

Input operations can be carried out at a maximum rate of 200 characters
per second.
During Output operations, data from the I/O Track associated with the HSPTS
(or data encoded by the HSPTS itself) is punched on paper tape. The-maximum
rate of output (i.e., the maximum Tape Punch speed) is 60 characters per second.
As in the case of Input, all Output operations are defined by patchcord-wiring
on the HSPTS Plugboard. This includes I/O Track addressing and all variations
of the output message from the I/O Track data.
The system code is Univac code. All transmission to and from the I/O
Track involve standard 7-bit computer characters. However, the HSPTS generalpurpose Translator makes it possible for the system to input or output punched
paper tape data in any 5, 6, or 7-level code.
Normally, each Input or Output operation involves 120 characters or less.
Provision is made, however, for track switching to be performed via the HSPTS
Plugboard in Modell systems. If track switching is performed after one cycle
through the plugboard program, a maximum of 240 characters can be read or
stored on the High Speed Drum. Obviously, computer programs involving HSPTS
operations of more than 120 characters must be carefully designed so that the
computer and the HSPTS alternately share both I/O Tracks as required.
Medium.

Punched Paper Tape.

The specifications listed below apply to both input and output paper tape.
Number of Channels:

5, 6, or 7

Tape Width:

11/16" for 5-level

7/8" for 6 or 7 level
co

Tape Frame Density:

10 frames/inch

Reel Size:

8 diameter

Reel Capacity:

1000' for tape thickness of 0.004".

N

(t")

c-

1t

t&l
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In the HSPfS a frame of data is regarded as a 5, 6, or 7-bit tape character. A group of 12 consecutive ch~racters is called a word. ~her contiguous
character groups are called fields. The length of each word or field is defined
by patchcord wiring on the HSPTS Plugboard. The number of words or fields
processed per operation is also defined by the HSPTS Plugboard program.
Reader Specifications.

(Ferranti Mark II)

Number of Channels:

5, 6, or 7

Tape Width Required:

11/16" for 5 ehannel tape

7/8" for 6 or 7 channel tape
(Reader tape guide adjusts to either width
by movement of a lever.)
Tape Speed:

24"/sec. (free-run rate)

Character Reading Rate:

240 frames/sec free run rate (Actually, the
Reader operates in a start-stop manner in the
HSPTS. See Data Transfer Rate. )

Data Transfer Rate:

During each Input operation a maximum of 200
characters/sec can be loaded on the I/O Track

Start Time:

5 ms

Stopping Time:

On stop character (tape stops with frame just
read practically over photocell apertures)

Punch Specifications.

(Teletype BRPE-2)

Nwmber of Channels:

Two types of punches are available; one for
6 or 7-level tapes, the other for 5-1evel
tape.

Tape Width Required:

11/16" for 5 channel

7/8" for 6 or 7 channel
Tape Speed:

6"/sec, max.

Punching Rate:

60 frames/sec, max.

Data Transfer Rate:

60 characters/sec, max.
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Checking Features.
Parity checking is performed on all characters transferred to and from
the High Speed Drum. Translated data is likewise parity cheeked.

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
The HSPTS consists of two cabinets, the Reader/Punch Cabinet and the HSPTS
Control Cabinet (See Figures 11-1 and 11-2). The Reader/Punch Cabinet contains
the Reader, the Punch, their associated operational control circuitry, the
General-Purpose Translator, and the HSPTS Plugboard. The HSPTS Control Cabinet
houses the Demand Station, the addressing system for the HSPTS's associated
I/O Track, and the circuitry for data transmissions to and from the I/O Track.
Table 11-1 lists the tentative installation requirements for the HSPTS.
Figure 11-3 illustrates the cable connections required by the HSPTS.
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Figure 11-1.

Reader/Punch Cabinet
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Figure 11-2.

HSPTS Control Cabinet
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Table 11-1
Tentative Installation Requirements for UFC
High Speed Paper Tape System
Reader/Punch
Cabinet
Size and Weight:
Widt h (Front)
Depth
Height
Weight
Clearance:
Front
Back
Right Side
Left Side

HSPTS Control
Cabinet

46"
27"
60"

24"
27"
60"

1300 lb.

500 lb.

36"
24"
24"
24"

36"
24"
24"
24"

Power Dissipation:

lkw

Electric Service:
KVA

1. 12
110-120 vac
1 f}

Volts
Phase
Max. Line Variation

:t 5%

Cooling:
Air Current
Heat Diss ipated
Max. Room Temperature
Max. Room Humidity

750 cfm
4000 Bt 14/hr.
90 0 F

90%

TO SERVICE
RECEPTACLE
j

POWER CABLE
READER
PUNCH
CABINET

~

J1
DATA CABLES

It

11.

"

~

POWER CABLE

((

CONTROL CABLES

))

HSPTS
CONTROL
CABINET

CONTROL CABLES

DRUM HEAD CABLES((

JI

J)

CABLE

LENGTH

Figure 11-3.

\~

MODEL 0
UFC PROGRAM
CONTROL
CABINET

/I

i(

-tc----25' MAX·---~~t

((

~

100' MAX.
CABLE

MODEL I
UFC PROGRAM
CONTROL
CABINETU

~

LENGTH

Cabling Diagram for OFC High Speed
Paper Tape System
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SECTION 12
UNIVAC AIRLINE RESERVATION SYSTEM

A Univac Airlines Reservation System includes a Model-l Univac File
Computer together with special-purpose devices that adapt it to rapid scheduling
of flight space. It acts as a central information file that is shared by
ticket agents at widely separated point-of-sale offices. The central computer
stores a current record of flight space. Each ticket agent in the system can
obtain information from the file and can alter the file to record reservations
and cancellations.
A typical Univac Airlines Reservation System (Figure 12-1) includes a
central computer, local and remote ticket agent sets, an updating set, connective circuitry linking the agent and updating sets to the central computer,
an inquiry typewriter system, and a program loading system.

THE CENTRAL illMPUTER
The central computer is a Univac File Computer, Modell. It consists of
four basic cabinets and enough additional drum extension cabinets to store
the central file. The central file includes a record of the number of unsold
seats on each flight leg throughout a specified future interval.
The size of the central file is limited only by the capacity of the
storage drums. Each drum stores 180,000 alphanumeric characters, and up to
five drums may economically be used with each file computer.
Input signals to the computer include inquiries for information from the
file and commands to alter the file. Such transactions are completed at an
average rate of approximately 10,000 transactions per hour.

TI(l(ET AGENT SET
A Univac Agent Set (Figure 12-2) is a special input-output device that
enables a ticket agent to communicate with the central computer. It is a
small unit (12 1/4 by 18 3/4 by 19 in.) that includes a timetable index window,
a 6 by 8 in. translucent viewing screen, and appropriate push buttons and
indicator lamps.
The timetable index window displays indexes that identify thirty timetables, each of which contains schedules for up to 80 flight legs. The agent
selects the appropriate timetable (by its index) and it is displayed (by rear
projection) on the screen. Referring to the screen-displayed timetable, he
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Univac Agent Set
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then pushes buttons that select date, number of seats, orIgIn, destination,
etc. Finally he pushes a "transaction" button that determines whether the
transaction is an inquiry, a sale, a cancellation, etc. The end of the
transaction is reported by indicator lights, which also provide any required
information.
Each of the timetables in the agent set is stored on a 35-mm doubleframe photographic slide. The agent set accommodates a cartridge of 30 such
slides: one for each timetable. Additional, external, interchangeable
cartridges raise the total number of slides (timetables) that can be used in
an agent set to 2,744.

UPDATING SET
An updating set is an input device that is used to enter flight status
or availability changes (late flights, etc.) into the central computer. It
may be located centrally (as in Figure 12-1) or remotely.

WNNECTIVE CIRCUITRY

Connective circuitry between agent (and updating) sets and the central
computer includes scanners, lines, and 10 control units.
Scanners
A scanner is a device that enables several agent sets to share the same
line. It also performs other functions including decoding and parity checking.
Scanners are either low-speed or high-speed, depending on how many agent sets
they can serve.
A low-speed scanner allows up to eight agent sets to share a single line.
The scanner and related agent sets are ordinarily located in one remote ticket
office. Further optional time-sharing equipment makes it possible for several
separate scanners to share the same line. Thus, several ticket offices in
the same remote region may share one line.
A high-speed scanner allows up to 32 agent sets to share a single line or
10 system. The scanner and the sets it serves are located near the central
cOqJuter.
Scanners may be connected in tandem so that the number of agent sets sharing
a single line may be more than 8 in remote offices and more than 32 in the central office.
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Lines
Standard communication links serve as lines connecting the remote and
central offices in Univac Airline Reservation Systems, while local units are
directly wi red.
10 Con trol Uni ts
The 10 Control Units are devices that link the lines from the scanners to
the central computer. They use temporary storage to adjust the rate of signal
transmission. This adjustment adapts the high rate of computer signals to the
lower rate of telegraphic equipment and vice versa.

INQUIRY lYPEWRI'I'ER SYSTEM

The Inquiry Typewriter System (Section 4) is a typewriter input-output
system used near the central computer. It enables a supervisor to "type in"
alterations in the central file, ticket sales restrictions, etc. It can also
be made to "type out" the contents of any selected portion of the file.

PBOGRAM LOADING SYSTEM

The program loading system is an input-output system used to program the
ceatral computer and to form a record of all central computer transactions.
It may also be used to store flight information for a future period beyond
that covered by the file stored in the central computer. This future booking
record augments drum storage. It is programmed to feed Dew flight informatien
to the computer as the period covered by the drum-stored file advanees.
The program loading system is not a special-purpose unit; it may be any
of the standard nrc input-output systems such as the UFC 90-Column Card System.
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